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ABSTRACT: - - ; ■ ■ ; 'A

With- a -cail for,■ a 'market--oriented app-roach to- the. - 

.provision- o,f -: ,many products,'and :s,ervice-s, ps-ychQ-graphics ,
rs

consumers,

heed to tecegni.ze' t:he :, diverse' needs of
and the, heterogeneous nature of- the

.

:

multiculti;ral , market. They must be able to categdrize., . ,
consumers



according to some of their definable

:

■ Chiracteri stic's. and; to:,:.tailor -the- market progra-m- for each'

western;-research

"marketers"

this;

procedure [market communication segmentation. It is

;

; ;

defined as the act of dividing a market into distihct and!

meaningful groups of consumers with each segment haying

unique vallues. The basic proposition behind
psychographics as a market segmentation t,oOl is..that
within a total multicultural market there may be groups
of consumers with similar wants and needs, but whose.

wantS' ,and I needs are - .d:i:fferent;from other:'groups. .The.
enormous increase in business opportunities and;open,
market thi oughout the 1980's in the United Arab Emirates
(UAE) reflects this trend. Most companies :.carried on

:

market oriented studies, confirming that consumers utfith;

preferences toward specific product and service can,be .

Ill

V

segmented into a few distinct groups, and each group or
segment has a unique demographic profile.

IV
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■ veHAETER ONE
Iritroduction:

■

■

Th;e /world is. tod large and filled with too many

diverse people and organizations, which make it

1

impossible for any .single marketing mix./to satisfy
everyone. Cultural differences, religions and even :

v

.

individual or group ideologies all: play a significant

role in diversifying both the business Im

well as

the :; donsumdf,s'./behavior , Also

unless the ' prpduet, or

seryide is an i.tem such as:ah

uni.versally

required detergent aimed at the; mass market, any attempt
to satisfy everyone may be ■ doomed ;to/.failure

An.^^ ; .

organizati.on that decides to operatedin. some marketv ;
whether consumer,: industrial, reseller .or gdvernment , - .

recognizes that it normally;:C'ahnof/equally sefve all .the
customers

in. that market. The customers may be too

numerous,

■widel.y ■ .scattered and heterogenepus . in ; their

buying requirements.

,1,/'

^

' ■

Segmentation is./both/marketing and communication .
necessity

beca.use as. the. businaases vary, , the ■ cdnsuraers/:

diversify. making the market a non-homogenous/ one. For

'busihess marketers, segmentation- hot . Only/p-rpvi'des^ ; -;

-.but - -'10.- - alsd^ h^

■ f-ocus' marketing ae'tivi-ties .

The purpose of identifying any market segments is to
establish solid educational ground of both market and
consumers. Then, the following potential step is to
integrate business development and communication
strategies and linking the results and market

characteristics to consumer benefits and values technique,
accommodates the characteristics relevant to identifying
valid market segments.
The process of dividing the total market into
several relatively homogeneous groups with similar

product or service interests, based upon such factors as
demographic or psychological characteristics, geographic
locations or perceived product benefits, is called market
segmentation. Understanding how consumers can be divided

up into different types or classes is widely regarded as

essential to effective communication and marketing
strategy, which is known by business term of

Psychographics and Life system of marketing segmentation.
Purpose

Psychographics is the principal technique used by
consumer researchers as an operational definition or

measure of life style. One aim of psychographics is to
provide quantitative measures of consumer lifestyles, in

contrast to soft or qualitative research from focused ■

group interviews, depth . ihterviews , and similar
. The scope of this thesis, is to discuss the'
and ■ life; system -in The ;United, '

Arab Emirates ■ (UAE)', as a tobi'-of; marketing co'mmunicatidn

oh-. Specifically, the study,of thisithesis
answers: th e

question'of -how ■'business, es-fablish'ments use' y

phics and-'val-ue' ■systems f n . market segmentation ■
and comparing:;:them

to- the western, origin of '

: ps.ychogra;phics and life '■system. Do the - Islamic traditiohs
or UAE Gul ture of

values and. norms oppose,the

ons Of .this,-.marketing tactics?
•

;:--Becauhe-,

the UAE,- ■and; specifically the 'city of Dubai,

Became the . m.a,rketing center of the . Middl.e East, this-::
thesis de:monstrates how,- advertisers

visualize

basis the

and marketers in UAE

their audiehces more effectively, and what

y'use to commuhicate;more;effectively;to the, .

people the,y most wsht to .reach. Nevertheiess, this thesis
answers.. t le
mar ket ef s

significant; queationsldf how t^e: business ;

determine -the quality of a target market and

how 'they iraw a portrait of a product's consumer. It ; ;
discusses

the degree of success or failure of-applying

psychographics approach in the UAE with respect to
Islamic traditions and domestic cultural values.

Study Methodology

The primary sources for the psychographics
literature review were articles from marketing,
advertising and psychology journals, while the sources

for Islamic marketing study were two books and articles
located in Islamic websites. The secondary sources for
this thesis were two surveys conducted on two samples of
business CEOs and consumers in the UAE market. The

procedural method that was used in this thesis is divided
as follows:

1. Western Psychographics Marketing Segmentation - Review
of the Literature.

This chapter demonstrates full analysis of
development of psychographics and life system as
marketing communication science.
2. The UAE Country Profile.
This chapter demonstrates the basic information of
the UAE in order to relate ethical norms and

to the culture of the UAE.

3. Islam and Marketing.

values

itiis; theoretiGal 'chapter deals with a couple of

hypothetical questions of how business and
marKeting : seqrnentation are related to Islam and-,
Arab 1-traditions in the UAE.

HI,:, Does, market segmentation • contradict,,I,slam?

H2: ,,Does -'Isiam's business:; code of eonduct oppose the
psychographics' approaqh (the,, study of Gonsumer's
lifelstyle)
4. UAE(Marr keting (Gornmunication

,S,tudy. ,

a's urvey and,,;que,stionnaires, were conducted to:
■ : ,re,f ect .how: business, organizations use
psychographiGS

, : W

.

in their market .segmentation, and

the CEO's think,of such marketing tactics. ,

5, UAE CGn sumer.Behavior.

This , chapter discusses the implementation - of :th.e
Elaboration,. Likelihood Model :(ELM), in the UAE's
multi culture'consumers 1

6. .Coneiusi-ons . and., Rec-ommendation.
:The

v

^

fina11recommendation whether psychographi0s

methodo.logy ■ is. -considered to be a , potential market
communication :Se,gpenta.tion-'instrument in the- UAE or
not

CHAPTER TWO

Psychographics - the Theory Literature Review
Imagine a car manufacturer who decides to produce
and market a single model to satisfy everyone, and the
seemingly endless decisions that he'll encounter about
such variables as the number of doors, type of

transmission, color, styling and engine size. In its

attempt to satisfy everyone, a company or business may be
forced to compromise in each of the areas it has to cover
and, as a result, may discover that it does not satisfy

anyone. The process of dividing the total market into
several relatively homogeneous groups with similar
product or service interests, based upon such factors as
demographic or psychological characteristics, geographic
locations or perceived product benefits, is called market
segmentation. Understanding how consumers can be divided
up into different types or classes is widely regarded as
essential to effective marketing strategy. Psychographics

is the principal technique used by consumer researchers
as an operational definition or measure of life style.
One aim of psychographics is to provide quantitative
measures of consumer lifestyles, in contrast to soft or

qualitative research from focused group interviews

depth

intetviews- and ,simila;r technigues?.i v; ^ 
History

According to Demby (1974), the origin of ^

psychografi)hics can be traced back to. the work of
Lazefieldjand his associates at the Bureau of Applied
Research (Lazefield, 1935). Lazefield suggested that any
research gimed.at understanding consumer behavior must

'involve interplay among three broad sets of variables:

predisposition, influences and product attributes.'

He

did not piesent a formal model of the interrelationships
of these sets of variables, but he did' open a dobr
'7 ■7-7,'" ■7vy„.;i

-yryiy;. ;.ii .yiiy;vy,,'y;

i ,7. ■", ::y .y::y:. yyy;-..yyy -y, , t.

through wliich many researchers passed in route to a

.I'^y- ■„

'humanizeck' approach to quantitative research.
Among the early landmark papers on psychogra,phics
were those by Lazefield (193-5)

and the OpinionyRes'e'arch '

Corporation (1959a, 1959b) . Other studies. are lalsb^,^ ^ ^: y A
notable in representing an early psychographics approach
(Harper's Magazine, 1962) and application of personality
research to the marketing context- (Dichter7, :19'58);,.^
During all this development/' there was, and even

today there;, still is, disagreement as, to what- should be .
included .rh psychographics and what: should not . ■

'7'ti '■ ■ ■; -i ■ ■ -t-

, - 7;-yy:;y y -, : -

'y',

■

-, 7 ' ■

: ; Describing the development of.. p.syGhographics, Be-rnay

(1971). wrote that 'Psychographic's had its origins in

1; motivation research . that'; reldtes personality , yariab.les -to'
product .choice'. other..researchers sought to separate

psyehographics ffrom.'lifestyle, research by reserving the f
.

term 'psychographics' for measures ..that are -tfuly .
'mental' -- attitudes, beliefs, opinions, personality
traits, etc. The analysis and classification of activity ■
or behavioral ■reports from the consumer, ' which are.

frequently classified as psychographies, should' be given
their own distinct term such as

'lifestyle. '

The . historical background of., psychological
segmentation does not portray a.; clear, structured path of
development, but rather one that has grown on an ad hoc;
basis; ove

a. fairly lengthy time period. There are two

components to; the growth.-of psychological

..

profiling of consumers. The first comprises the

applicati d.n of clinically developed personality tests, to
the consumer context . The.: second line of development

consists of attempts by marketing researchers to produce
original instruments designed to segment markets, in terms

of consumers ' act.iyities, interests and opiniohs'. Initial

developments can beytraced back to over 30 years ago.

■ ■ In the' early1'95;Qs,-advet

marketing, were

host-;to 'an extensive- and'lively ' fad,. that, came to' be knownas -mptivat.ion .research. ■■Armed .lAfith '- ' pro j ective ,

■'techniqnes'l'.^:^

; ■■

■

clinical psye'hblogy■ and' some exciting .'

hotions from payqho.anaL^

mdtivatibn research

;

,

■pfactitioners' Attempted to. penetrate deeply into the

.

consumerVs- psyche>-^re'-vealing for the first time to. their
astounded .clients, the 'real' and often paradoxical
reasons why people buy products.

b., .

The marketing establishment's reactibn was; ,

predictable. Conventional marketers insisted.that
motivafcioji research was unreliable, invalid,

insufficiently objective, too .expensive, iiable to be
misieadihg, and that whatever was good about motivation

researchchad long been standard practice anyway. The
motivatidn researGhers replied that conventionai research

was ; sterile:,.' d.uli,:^^^^ts

rigid .and superficial.

Although/researchers .piiginally interested .in the
study of consumer mPtivation eventually moved on to new.

and different perspectives, "the early 'motivation' .
research approach left a legacy, it added a human

psychological dimension to the us-ual hard., statistics used
by marketers to describe and define markets.

Subsequen tly,■ research wbioh examined- Gonsumers;'- ■
activitie

g

, interests'and; opinions/■'; psychographiGS' or :
research, ..gained momentum and-Vprovided '

lifestyle

operation 1 techniques: for 'measurihg

entitiesl With

these teclnhiques, marketing researchers were able to 0
cpmpose p

ychblogical portraits of consumers. These :

portraits revealed characteristics of consumers, which
were (highiy)

.relevant to :their consumer preferences, and

behaviors

Further: advantages^ 0

by psychQgraphics

research were thatlit could:: help advertisers; dndl
marketers

to

'visualize'

their

audiences more.

effectivel y, and this could, in turn, help them to
communi:cat e more effectively to the people they most
wanted to

reach. Psychographics provided insight into:the:

:'quaiiby' of> aO:target'm

by drawing, a portrait of. -a ■ '

product V s CQhsumfer . '■ 'Psychographics was ■ also ' believed to ■ ;. ■
revealtint eresting,insights:

media, :and

into users of■particularymass'

hence, guide advertisers in the selection of . 

media in ;whichtto RiaCe' their

adverts.

■ One: of ■ the early concerns with the psychographiGs ■
:o market segmentation was the rather' pieceraeal

fashio-n- in'which it had developed. : Hustad'-and; ■Pess erneier.

10

;1974) noted the^ 'theoretical' foundation of

,

.

psychographics, and argued that this was due to the•fact

that there was np. obvious base ..to buildlupon sihce the

area had'tibt
behavipr..

by an explicit, theory of human

This etance has,l';however, been .refuted, by/

Reyhdlds £ nd/Marttn ,,(i974) who believe that rauchiof the
work on. lifestyle and psychographic.s cai^ be..seen as
nested'.t ithih,Keil.y-

theory :of personal constf.ucts >.

though this, is debatablel Certainly,'it is trhe to say
that npl'tr e".psyGh,plogi'ca.l thepry .informs' research, oh'

. '/■' •"■■ '

hi'cs. '
Wells

(1974)

'1' .

'1"

■

later identified two traditions, which

eventually amalgamated to,be termed variously lifestyle,
psychograp hies, .and attitude and opinion' research. The

first, ■ 'direction has'its .rppts in.personality /research. :
Dichter

(.1 958, 1964)

cPhsumers,

produced, motivational S'tudies , on

which, stiraulated researchers to /try and, a

; Goncepts c f.personality
. vi

.and clinical psychology to

every. ■ aspect- of marketing'.'. ' Kop.oner ■ (1,9h-O )

produced , ,t he./'firs't'of fnahy' studieS: incorporating'
personalit y invehtories'. However, in - general,' these
Studies ha ve

produced low eorrelations, and the

relationships,, which have been, uncovered, have , been too

11

■

aBs.t:r^^

bo ■ be useful or , actionable by marketing

executives .

The seGond direction: was; that foliowed: ;^^^^ „ •

practitior ers of motivational research, and this :p,roved

to;be; more successful despite d'efective . methodology. .This

work sprang ; frOm ;aV'generai ;tealiz.ation that traditional
demographic and socioeconomic classification and ,

seg:mehtati.bh' sy'steins lacked information,' ■whicht cDuld give
a greater ihsight .into' the. -consumer .

:

■ . Wells (1975.).. .pinpointed the; mid-1960s as. the time
when these two: directions began tO; blend to form the .

psychographics or lifestyle area.. Bernay (1971) noted the
origin-theory, and agreed upon methodology and current :

status' ■ of : :psychographics : . ^Esych'D.gr'aphiGS had.,its origins
in mottvation and; personaTity, ■vg.riabl.e:s.:"are; related to . ■
product choice. . '

■■

What .is Psychographics?

.

Psychographics';::^

the principa.l technique, used by

consumer researchers; as . an bpera.tiori.al definition or

measure of life ...style:. :C)ne: .aim .of psychdgraphics...is to';
:protide:quantitative measures--Qf -consumer; lifestyTes, in
contrast to soft or qualitative research from focused

group interviews, . depth iritervidws . and:■:sirailar
techniques.

7-^ '■

12

)> "

:;

In reaetion to the small s

es of most qualitative

research^

consumer •. ■analysis, previously '.tried to explain '

consumers *

riife pattexns in terms of demographics 

income;, ec ucationi' place of residence' , and so forth. While

demographi cS' . are very important in, explaining ■consumer'
behaviory because'they define and; constrain the, life. ■
■patterns t hat .are; ■possible;,ior-.-most people.^ .they do ' not

go far enough. The concept and name .of psycho.graphics . . . .
were origihated by Demby■ (1974)iio describe a technique
that added ■the' richness of
science s ,:t Q,.demographies .
definition

: ■,

the social, and , behavioral

Demby provided, a' three-ieyef:"

of ; psychographics .

. ;

'

Sen erally;,, :. psychographics -may' 'be : viewed ■ as the ,■ ,
'if . pra tical .applica..tion';0.f'. the behavioral and ■social
sci ences

to marketing ;xesear:ch.v.

.

.More specifically^ psy;chog;raphi'cs is, a
quantitative, research ■ .procedure that is indicated,, ■

,when^ .demographic, sQcio-economic and user/non-user

ah-aiyses are net: :suf ficierit ; to .: -explain ahd predictconsumer. behavior. ; \
..Mos

. h

v,

, ; ,

,;;specifically, "psyChdgraphics seeks to

des cr ibe...fhe

■ human characteristics', of consumers

that .may hav:e bearing on .their response to

13

products, packaging, advertising and,public
reiations efforts

Such variables: may span : a

specferum from self-concept and\:li:festyle to
att itu'des,

interests, and opinions-, as well as

per ceptions:;

: .;T

of \prbduct attributes.
some dispute between -marketing

practition e.rs and academic researchers as to what
constitute s

synonymous

pSychographics, .and .whether or not it is
with lifestyle,research. The: consensus- appears

to, - be that there is a distinction between:the two
concepts

Psychogfaphics refers to a consumer's

personality traits (for example, their sociability, , .
self-relia nee,

assertiveness), while lifestyles consist

primarily of .an individual's activities, interests and - .

opinions, or AiO's. In practice, personality traits and
lifestyles need.fb be dbnsidered collectively to provide
meaningful marketing information.

What -is^ AIQ,?
fiio,

a term used,.interchangeably with;

o .

psychograp hies,; re„fers to. the measures; of activities,
inte.re.sts and-:bpi.niDhs 1.Some researchers use the 'A'- to

stand for - attitudes, but activities are a better measure

of lifestyle.s because they me;asur.e what people do. AIO .

14

componen,ts are def±n:ed b y;

and ;Darden '(197,;4) ,':a:s.

follows::'

■ AH' a ctivity"-,is

a „manifest .actioh
■
-such as;- ,viewing a

medium, siepping in a store, or telling a neighbor about
a

hew , sex

■icei Although these acts, :are7 usUally

observabl

:;

the reasons f dr, the actiphs are jseldom

subject,tcI direct measufement.,,, An interest - in , some

object, eA,ent or topic is, the degree of., excitement bhat,
accompani s both- special ,and ,,eontin,uing attention of it.
An;, opinior: is a' verbal or Written 'answer '

:gives in

that a person,

espohse to a stimulus' situation in whi.eh aome

'question' is raised. It is used to describe

interpreta tions, expectatiohs and evaluations -,such as
beliefs at out

the: intentions of , ; other people,, - .

anticipations'concerning ,future,events, and appraisals of
the reward ing

course,,,s„, of

or .punishing consequences of alternative

. action. Examples/of. each AID category, are

,
, shown in Ap-pendix 'A•

Demo-graphics ate also • un-divided in ■

most studi es;, inyolving

such ■ variable-s,, - ■

-'

AID Statements
AIO 8 tatements

in;psychographics studies, may be ,

general or specific. In either typeT consumers are

,

,,usual:l;^, pr e-sen-ted-.' -with ' Liker scales- . in whi-Gh,' people are ■
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,

.
'neutral, . 
asked whet,her they: sitrongly agree/ agree), .are
disagree

r . strqhgby :disaig'ree.;:Stateitients.•.ean be ,: :

adminisie

ed in persbn> by:;:p^

or by mail, often in

mail panels. First .formulating a. iargfe number of
questions regarding: consumer AIOs,,; and then selecting a .
smaller ni;
:imber

of questions develop Alb inventories that .

best define.consumer

segments,

tatemehts are usually analyzed by
.cross-tabulatirig

each statement on the basis of variables

believed, i.mportant.:for,,market segmehtatio,h strategies'
such - as ■ ■gender,.' age and' so forth''.' . Factor analysis: or ^ ' *
"other" multivariate f e:chnique,S'':may be ::used : 'to,' group' the
statements into a more parsimonibus: f ormat. Factor

analysis i.s a mathematical • 'techniq

,

examining the

inter-correlation between statements in an,atterapt to■
common or underlying factors that explain:

det:ermine

observed variations.

Since the pioneering works of Pessemier, Tigert, and,

■ Wilson '(1974) > the field of, psych.ographlcs' has grown
.rapidly. Activity, interest, .and opinion (AIO) measures . . .

have been used to profile diverse.: c.ons'ume'r'; segment's:''^^' ::!
ranging from American tourists, to . "Canada to heavy users

i

of marijuana. Though these studies .ma.y differ in: detail.
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and iri :.dKe

of : afidlydiSy -thoy, havOi.;

structure

. t A typical questiq,nhaire for a psychographics study

f /a battery of AIO questions (example.s ,of which

consists

o

are. , shown in Appendix B),. measures of demographic
variables

and■ que.s:;tions about media viewing/ , reading , .

an d consumption of a,, wide ■ variety of products.

habits>

■ With

n this basic structure of a typical

psych,ograPhics ;'study, ' ample variations of , coritent and
method

of

analysis are possible to require a,

classifica t ion scheme.

The

classification of

'

psychographics studies may be based on the content of AIO

statements as derived from general, lifestyle AIO items or
product^specific. AIO items.

■Within;:each of .the- "content classes" .life style,

studies can furthbr be classified by the method of
analysis -- .profile analysis or segmentation analysis,., as.
shown in Appendix C.

- Specific AIOs

that

;

The

spec.ific approach to AlO.s focuses, on statements

are

product specific and that.identify benefits

associated

with the product or brand. One study concerned

with healt h care services included both general and
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-f

tatements (Blackwell,

specific

Talarzyk, , 1977 ) ,. , The

study was concerned with predietihg: what hypes of.

tG.:=b'ebave. -in a way

cpiisUiiaers

cdnsistenc:y''between

was

necess

will, achieve : ,

their- behavi.or and attitudes,-hand- it

ary..to ■ determ^

specific attitudes toward

as- well as- , towards malpractice. ,ThuS/, ,
statements ,such ,,as ■'-the-' ^ f

1)

we're,, included :,

have - .a great deal; of- eonfidenc-e ' in my own '
doctor

■21

,Abput half of the:,phy5iciana .a,re:^n

really

mpetent vto [practice, inedicine

coi

3 )- ,

Mos t ' '

4,,),; , In

are

most

th-its, , the physicianv is,>n-p-t;

rea:i:ly td :blame;
i:- ;'ln ^ this ,study,, -respondehts who iridicated that they

had a gre at dekl ot conf idence, , in, their .doctors also ,

much lower,likelihodd-Of bringing a
malpractice suit:i-:Resporidents. a,greeing with sta,tement;s,
that phys cians are .not really competent, and that they
are ovefpaid, and disagreeing with the statement that

physicians ;:-ar,e not really to blamO; in malpractice, suith,
■wer e \ mor e

iikeiy ;-noto\to;,; fiie -a-malpractice, suit. ' y
oS7 who agreed with general AIO statements such, :

as:;'I ■geHeraily, do/

' ; -and : '1 am , sick a' lot . more ' \

than my friends are.', were found also to be more 11kely , to,
bring malpractice: suits m Sudh findings demonstrate how.

both general and ..specific AIOs. can be used, to profile

.

consumers and relate their, lifestyles to behavior.
Some AIO studies attempt to generate a broader base

of lifestyle types,

be: applied, to more : than one

product, market. For example,. W

Tigert .(1971)

.iormulated :300;:AIO statements :and;::as:ked respondents, to

hgree or disagree with each on a six-point ,scale. Factor

analysis v:aS then used ■ to: reduce; these 300 'statements to
:22., lifestyle dimensions. A selection of the results is
shown in Appendix D.

In another study whose purpose was to^ explore

relationships between consumers' lifestyle and their
overall product assortment decisions, Cosmas .(1,.98 2) uSed

a postal questionnaire containing 250 AIO items :and 179
freguency-of-use items. A technique called Q-factor:

.

analysis was used to compute lifestyle and product

topologies. The lifestyle clusters generated were: (1)
Traditionalists,
(4) Mobiles,

(2) Frustrated,

(5) Sophisticates,

(3) Life-expansionists, :
(6) Actives and (7)

Immediate Gratifiers. The product clusters were: . (l)
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Personal: Ca re,

(2,). Shelf-stocker, (3) .Cooking and .Baking,

;(4): Self- ndulgent, (5) Social, (6) Children's and (7)
Personal

Appearance 1 ■ ■

1: '

' In, a;dditionvto the above tests, an eyeballing of the

data sug.ge st.ed the ■ following relationship:S ; The
Traditiona iis.t.s

character!zed
tendencie

by,Shelf-stocking, Cooking and baking ;

This,, in'turn, seemed,to reflect the:

Traditionalists'

the role

product assortment decisions were

way o.f,. life, Which placed e.mp,ha;S:.is; on

f .women,.as homemakers. The Frustrates' product. :

assortment decision tended to be

dimension

weak on the social

and unrelated to any of the others. This,

indicated that Frustrates tended to be

unsure about what : ',

they liked and an inability to find satisfaction in

product purchase in any clearly defined way. The
Life-Expansionists

pfoduct..assortment tendencies were

characterized by weak dispositions towards

;

Shelf-stocking,;"Self-indulgence and Personal Appearance.

This reflected the" Life--Expan.sionists'/way of- life, which
had -placed emphasis o-n involvement, with their-'
environment, and a rejection of self-centeredness. The

Mobiles', product-related behaviors were characterized by

strong Self-indulgent, Children's and"Personal .Appearance
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tendencies. The Mobiles' way of life placed emphasis on .

careful eating habits and more emphasis on themselves and

other members;of the family , due to a.-lack; of social,,ti
The Actives , product-related attr^

charact

zed^^ b

Persdhad^ Care,: Sel

indulgence /and

Personal Appearance faQtors. This feflected; the'Actives'

.way :of tiife,-which placed emphadis /bn^,meeting people,
.going, places" and .just, 'beihg on /the go'./ The
ilsticates' product-related Personal,Care: and Social
product "d/L.mensiohs defined /characteristics. Sophistica.tes.
tended to

place ; emphasis on . the' sQcial,and externa.l.,

events' In

t.heir , environment'.''Finally, the Immediate,

Gratifier

;■ "were characterized by Personal Care, Cpokihg; ,/,

and fla^kih' i,

Self-indulgence- and .Social factors.' The ■ '

'

.

satisfaction and- ■

Immediate Gratifi'ers ',des'"ire

crave hed Dnistic' activities.

.Issues. in;.^Ps'ychographics
The

/efy.ifactors,.th^^

1

contributed to; the ready •

acceptanc 2 and rapid' diffusio.n of .p-sychographics research
may be re,spons'ible'l^^^^^^
reliabili

;neglect .,;Df. such, issues as.

y and validity'of ;thes.e studies. . Psychographi.cs

studies h ave,

continued,.tO:' produce'''
- .useful' - results; 

feliability and .validity notwithstanding-. , Furthermore,
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many studies, in .this" field have

face'va1idity, These

faGts havei,.led researGhers' sehsitivities to .the"issues

of reliability and validity.
.; Not .many researchers diave asked such' questions, as
Are/the results reliable?,,;Are they , valid,?'-although many
thousands of dollars depend on answers to these

questions. Unfortunately,■'there; are no/easy answers; both
reliability., and validity are like Hydra monsters with

many/ heads.,
Reliability

-Cit.'.in.the question on reliability of, results

"are ■questlpns- about: the reliability of;AlO .it ems and

scales ,, of depe.ndent variables, . of relatidnships, /and of
.dbserved ■ .s'truGture

,

- .'■ . .

.

, .Psyc]:^ographics rresearGh is/df , such recent •vintage
that, no

s tandardized

battery of/ATO item's / or, .scales Is '

available . Most studies/have /h.-Oiuema,d'e;,/.A.iO: items

and/the ^r€;l,iabiiity/ of/; these items is at least
questionable..; in a study .done. at Purdue /University, ^ , .. . / '/ ■ /
r.es.earchers found a wide range in the coefficients of

: //

tes.t-retest reliability of homemade AIO items and scales.

The issue of reliability of dependent variables has
received even/'less' at

.from; researchers,,, although. • •
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this problem is more insidious. Often researchers have;
concluded that the consumer behavior they were

investigating had no significant relationship with life
■style variables, when in fact the dependent variables
under investigation may have been so Inaccurately
me a s.ur ed or..1nher en11y uns t ab1e that no: r e1a11onsh1p
could be measured,.: ..Professor Bass

(197 4)

of Purdue. , 1

Un-iversity- had:.asserted that some measures of consumer
boha'viQr

such' ascbrand choice, are so ' unstable-that .they.

can, never.

be accur.ately, .predi-cted .,by . .psychographigdl

any othen method'.--!.■



Assuming that the researGh.er has.Ibeen: .careful in.

.hi's./her' choice of AIO items andj:.o§: :the, . dependent , • ^
variables,

.

and ;i.s-^rpasonably sure :.of vtheir reliability, 1

he ; mus±;;, still, cohtehd-withIbh
reratiohships he observes

reliabilrty : of the ;

For instance^

would

researchers of Christians in- brazil have arrived at
Idif ferent

members

o

conclusions about the life styles of the ,
the .Lutheran and:Assembly of God churches; with

a totally differentvdampLe? WQuldldhe. profile of the
accident-prone drivertliooh: .different if the s

repeated

were

n a new set ;:.of respondehts? ijften researchers;

2.3.

have spent,= long- hours ahal.yzrhg results / that were due, "at
least in ■part

td; chance . /We

observes :' ■ . . ■ .■

;The 'only ' surel.sateguard'' against' beih

deceived, by

Chance red.ationships is' repiication. . When rep.lication. is,,
, the. best /procedure is to divide the sample ,
into rando:m

parts, complete 'the ' 'analysis on , one, part, and

then .deter mine .whether

the same conclusions would, have

been.reaci ed via an.idehtical analysis of the hoidout
group,

An issue, closely related to that of, reliabil.ity of
relationship is the reliability of

structure." All

on analyses are. based ..on clustering algorithms . ,
As. is .evident in the; case of reliability of.
relationship,

/

for reiiabilit.y of segments, : repiication on

a:,holdout- Sample;is necessary but not sufficient to

ensure.r e11abi1it y
,Validity
■" ' ' '/: .The/" gue/Stion
th

of .validity is, more, nebulous and more

an ,the .question of, reliability;. .The issue here

is whe tter ,, p:s y,ch0gr aphic s 'ins trumeht s measur e , wha.t
„are // suppp sed

to ineasure . , The, issue of yalidity, . like that

of reli.abi.lity," /needs,; to- be tackled' ■ .at several levels-: i. ■
one heeds

to, -W/Orry- ■ab'o,u-t/;--.t.he uaiidity of , homema;d,e^ ; AIO ,

■■ ,

,2/f :.V^ ' i,". :■ ■;".■: ■

-i-v / ^.; ■, ;. ' ■

,

items^ of segments/ and of predictions
construct

validity of AlO items^^^'w

Establishing the^
reasonable bourids

of certainty is a paihstakihg Mprocess, and can only be
accorriplished by .aGcumuiating 'evidence on item-by-item and

SGaie-by-scale convergent and discriminate validity.
Lacking such information-,: researchers have relied almost

solely on the. face validity of homemade AIO:items. .

Most segmentation studies also have high face
val.idity, and the groups that emerge appear:;reasoriable

and plausible. Who can deny the. existence of a Thelma , Or
a Mildred or of a hypochondriac ;(Pernlca,.:'1974f who

thinks, ■ "how are you?" is a cue for describihg his' state.
Unfortunately, face validity is not.enough to ensure

validity of the . segments.- .Mgre stri'ngent.^ tests . are / ;
ne.eded; ciross-validation oh a holdout,.sample:'.-is necessary

'but again, insufficieht

'

The- question of validity of segments 'has one • other
dimens-ion-ibesid.es-.'re'producibil-ity:? ;How representative are
the group descriptions of each individual in the group?
In the Needham, Harper and Steers segraentation study, 26%
of the males are classified as Herman, the retiring

:

-homebody. What percentage does 'and what'■:;dp'e;s;hop;:-/fit Is a
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little^ re

earGhed area, :arid more^ . b

fore
be done be'
Anoth ef

studies i

research needs ; to i

answers': are available..

meaaure of the; validity; of psychographies

their ability to predict consumer behavior. If

the test of

predi.ctive validity is. to ;.be based ori the

ability to predict individual behavidr, then the^ record,

of psychographies is not good. However/.v .p

have.:

cogently argued that the purpose of psyGho'graphics . .

analysis is to explain group differences rather than to
account for variance in individual ; behavidr. ;Fr6m this^

perspecti'l/e,psycho graphic . variables do subs.tantiallyt
better -than demographic, attributes. ■ , . .

.

Life.style'Concepts and Measurements

Lifestyle as a construct goes beyond that of.

personality. For marketing purposes, lifes:tyle.l
contemporary, sociological, comprehensive and more

useful. For these reasons, considerable attention has
:been devoted to understanding . the cDhstr.uGt.,y how it is

: .

.'me.asured and how it is used. Lifestyles are defined as .

patterns in which people live and spend their time and. .:

money. Thpy are primarily functions Ofdconsumers

values

Consumers develop a set of coristructs (ideas,^ ^ ;

.

descriptprs) that miriiiiaize .incompa.tibilities or ■

t.d 1 ■ l:' .

.2.61 ;-f::

■

.t;'

iriGonsistehcies i,n , th^

ahd lifestyles. People'

use constrtipts', ' suG,h ''as;:'lifest,yles, to Gonst'iue' the

events liap

around them and to inteppret,

GonGeptualize and; pr^^

Kelly .(.1955) noted that

such,:a ,Goristruct. system is not only personal, but . aiso

eontinualiy;. c-hanginglin respp.nsev to a person's;. need ■ to .'
conceptualize' cues' from-the' changing^ enyi'ronment to. be

Consistent: with ■ one '';s values' an'd.'; persona1ity; . (Re yho1ds ■ &
Darden, 1972). .Values'-are',enduring, but lifestyles change

much'more,rapidly causing researchers to place attention
'on..dur-r.enc'y,-and flexibility in, research methods and .
marke,ting, strate.g:iesh'' ., ■

' The concept of iifestyle is built upon the

social-psychological thepry that peppie deveiop
constructs with which to interpret, predict 'and cpntrol
their ehyironmentl These cohstructs result in behavior

patterns and attitude structtires 'maintained to .mi.nimize
incompatibilities .and inGonsistencies , in a person's life.,

thus, it is possible to measure patterns among' groups of

people,.Galied lifestyles. Psychographics or AIO . , ,
measures, which may be .general of. product specific, are
the operational form of'lifestyle, which marketing - .
reSearGhers- meaaufe

■' ■

. ■

• . '■ 
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■

The' fundamental forces- creatin'g lifestyles include

fhe -ctiltural" transfusive -triad and; early lifetime:

■

''

experiences. The former refers to the influence of

\

ins-tituti<>na-i influences- such as-" the family', religion and
school, while the,latter refers to basic ;

.intergeneratiohal'infl-uences:- such, as depressions, wars ,
and Other major events. ..

There have been several attempts to produce
psychological typo logics of.lifestyle, which can cover
the • entire- active''Consumer population. Th'e,se\ studies have

psychographic,S , .segmentations, which compriser
basici categories, of .co.nsuinerS defined in terms ..of their,
reported values and.■lifestyles . These systems are

to yield enduring psychplogical constructs

which' define; . the b,roa:dest consumer, populations/. -but- which::
. a1so -' predict idio s yhcr atic behavior ,

One Of , the most . wideiy. popularized approaches ' tO:
lif estyle fesearCh- f of :,;market.- segmentation on this scale,
is... the ■Valhes^^
Mitchell

(VALS) program, deyeloped , by

(198 3) at ,SRT, a ^ management consuiting ■; firra: in ■

Galifornia. It started from the theoretical: base of
"Masiow's
character

(1954) need hierarchy and the concept of social
-(Ri^^

'

Glazer & Denney, 1950) . The essence
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:6£ the VAiS program is a, tiassiflca^^^^^^^^

that; '

assignS' people to one of nhne; yALS segments-. These

,; '
^

segments are determined Sy;,both the values'■and.v'lifestyles
of the people in them ( 'values' within this system-'refersv

to a wide array, of - ahr i,hdividual,'s , bel^^i^

hopes,

desires, aspirations,/ptejudices and so. on) .
Gonceptually, VALS represents: a linkage between the

personality prientation .of psychographics. and the , (
activities orientaf ion -of lifestyle research.
: ; . The. yALS

'

-^

Gonsumef Application ;

The. basic 'belief behihd^ 'V^^

is that humans; strive

to improve themselves during ofheir lifetime. This goal.,
in■turn

influehces their values, lifestyles and

many, of the decisions they.make each day. :The approach is
holistic, i drawing on ins,ights from a number of . .
perspectives and many types of data to develop a

/

comprehensive framework of characterizing the ways of
life of American people.
"The-. '

lore of the VALS . program is the VALS; typology.

This f ypo- .Ogy.-is hierarchical. The VALS ' system defines' a
typology.- )f ■ f oui: basic' categories .'.pf consumer values and.

iifestyle'

.with hine .more; detailed .types,.; Drawing

originall yfrom Masiow, SRI describes consum.er market

.2 9.

s■ Need-Driven, ■ Outer.-.Directed.,. Inner-Directed

segmGnts

and Integr■ated
The

V';

• . 'ii'.

argument is that there are basic needs, which

have bo, be satisfied ,- to survive and sustain existence.
Need-Driven

are, a developm-eiit which of ten accompanies

person yOu
increased.

motives give way to; exprGssion; of the sort of

affIdence,. -i-following: ei.ther . the- pathways.:, of

Outer-Dire ctedness,or

inher-Directedness to influence

ways of living, products bought and so on. j.; .
The prime,deveiopmehtal .thrust is from Need-Driven

through ;0u ter-Directed and Inner-Direct.ed phases,, to a

journey of Outer and ;lnner-Directions. These ma j or'
transition s

are seen as crucial .stage posts in the .

movement o f

an individual , (,or: a- society) .:trom. ■immat.urity ■;

to full ma turity. By .maturity-is meant psychological

maturity

V.ery gen.eral.ly, psychologiGal matufatioh is. .

marked by .a 'progressidn- 'from partial' towards; full
re.alizahion

of one ' s po'tentia-l . It involves a' si

widening of perspectives ' and: .:Concerns ahd ,a'- '3
deepening of the .inner - inf,luence;.;ppints consul ted' in
making imp ortant ■ -decisiohs.u;)' ; :'

;

cl;:

The VALS topology is divided into four major
, "w.ith'ih. ;;' each:-::o.f ;which' '.there ' ar.e sever a;l :

i'dO,:

segments (exeept the Integrated which is so.small that it
is a segment in itself). These lifestyle segments ape,
jether. into what is .. called the VALS , double.

fitted'

hierarchy

In .t.ptaly there are, nine , VALS^ segments, with

every a;du. t •theotbtically . fitting into on

of- these, :

ca.tegories-../.Appen.dix ■ F .,s,.ummarize,s, some ' of ■ the demogfapbic
character; sties

.of: fhese:'segments.

The lifestyle., groups, in the. United States include
Survivors

'4 percent): > Su's.tainers , ■(! pe.r.cent) , "Belonger.s

(.35 percent ) , -■■Emulators'- : (-9 : percent) , 'Achievers ' (22
)V .■I-a.m-tpe ' s'- ' (5 ■percent) , ExperiiTiental . (7. ^
) r Societa:.l-'C'pn.scious

9. ■ ■pe'tGent.) .and 'Integrated

(2 pe'rcent.) . A prppriehafy system^-^ ^^^^

weighting questions

for c'lassificatioh :w'as. developed.-us:r^

data from, a

national prdbabi.li.ty sa:mple:'' of 1,635' ■ Americans and their
spouses

( .07 8 ■)( ■ " whb ■. r,e S.ponded to;■ an SR1.(Int er na tiPna1 mail,

survey in 1980. 'VALS has had considerable impact since
that • time-

Part

of its allure comes

from the

vivid

.

individual portrait that advocates paint of members of . ,
the various groups.

Need-Driven consumers exhibit spending by ne,ed

,

rather than preference and are subdivided into survivors
and sustainers, with the former among the most
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disadvantaged people in the economy. Outer-Directed
consumers, who are divided into three sub-groups, are the
backbone of the marketplace and generally buy with
awareness of what other people will attribute to their
consumption of that product. Inner-Directed consumers are
divided into three sub-groups. They comprise a much

smaller percentage of the population. Their lives are
directed more towards their individual needs than towards

values oriented to externals. Although their numbers are

small, they may be important as trendsetters or groups

through whom successful ideas and products trickle up.
This segment is growing rapidly, whereas the number of
Need-Driven consumers is declining with Outer-Directed
types holding steady.
The Need-Driven Lifestyle

These people (11 percent of the population) have
values and lifestyles, which are very strongly affected

by restrictions in money available to them. Their values
tend to center on the immediate and to focus on safety,

security and survival. As consumers, these people buy
more from need than from choice and desire. Within this

type, there are two specific market segments: 'Survivors'
and 'Sustainers.'
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Suryivors'. are- the Very :b.ottoms

the hierarc

This . segme-nt'accounts Tor about 4 percent (4 %:.) ' 'of all
a.duits. .They; are the . most'.disadvantage

of Americans

because of. their older ages; .(average age:is about 66
years) ^ Tower Tevels ■ of. .';educatio.n . and income^- and the
lack" of prospects fo'r- life,.to . .improve in the future. Many
of the. people in this segm.ent lived most of th.eir lives- ' .
at higher levels of The' VALS hierarchy, but now face a

combination'df economic, and health problems that dominabe
their lives,. The values of- this group''are traditional in .
nature. , Mi.nQr.ities, are over-represented in this group, as
are

women

due., to .longer life'expectancies ,

. I;./ - Sust^ iners account for 7 percent (7%) of.the

.

populatior .. These people are much younger (average age

32) thanlthe!Survivor.segment, but, they also face
economic,, restrictions that have a strong impact on their
lives. This .group
.
also has low levels of . education, and
minorities

are again ovbr-represented. This group is at

the edg;e c f po.Verty,. :and its members * prospects of ..
succeeding in the US economic system are not bright,
s

re

fleeting this.r many members do not view the

current socio-political system in a favorable light. .
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The Oute:r-;P:i-reGt..ed. Lifestyle.
This

segment .(6.7 , percent [67%] of .the populati.oh)

represent,,

the mainstream of the population, with two in

three.adults

living in this lifestyie ,type.:The

outstandi ng characteristic ..of this"type .is that other
e

are

used as guides for both values and behavior,

Concern,fo,r the;.social implications and. norms of behavior

is quite; high for .all three segment
differ fro:m

each other in some, other important ways.

Belon gers.constitutd

almost 40

here, although they

the;largest'VALS segment with

percent : of/fheftotal".populatioh.. They would

rather 'fit in' than 'stand .out'.. .fhes

. stabilize :s
values and

.the

of hQciety, a strong;force for traditional
behavior. . Family, church and home are. .

important to member.s of t,hi.s segmenty These individuals
tend, to b

white, to .be. .Older than average and to have

somewhat 1owef. levels of"education and income than ^ most

Other segments.
Emulators are a much smaller

■'[6%] . of the

population) and dif ferent .group; fo Belongers . ; fhe.;se , . ,
people are young (average' age 28) and are.'trying . hard to;
'make it big' in the system.. They are ambitious,;

.

competitive and status conscious . Their ., lif estyles and

" :i3;4.;.

values systems reflect (emulate) their asp rational
reference group -the Achievers. Minorities are
over-represented in this segment, the educational .level
is about average for all segments and the income level is
above that of Belongers but below that of Achievers.
Achievers account for one-fifth of the population
and include the leaders in business, the professions and

government. These people are competent, successful and ;
hard working. They tend to have materiaiistic; values, are

pleased' with the economic system ahd appear to be well ,■
satisfied withVtheir place in-society. Males;are

over-represented in .this group and minorities are quite
undefhfep ■ esente'd; ■ Members are slightly o1der'■;than

a-verage, have almost.itwo years of \,CQll.ege on. ; average .a.nd
hold the

lest -family vineome level of'.any segment.

The : Ihher-Directed Lifettylts

The, primary., distinction between this lif estyle

.,'

(making up ' 20 : perceht..:' [''20%] -of- the 'population) , and the ■;
outer-directed maj.ority ■lies, ihithe, fact that these
people seem more':conGe.rned\,with resolving ^ issues in their

inner 'lives than in dealing 'with the values' of the ,
external world,. .This, does 'hot mean, that these people have
rej ected ihe (lifestyles .or value systems, of - the: .,
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.

oUter-drre cted

.rhstead, ■ maa . of the. peohie ' iiving in

■this', 'li.fe tyle have been sufficiently- sucGessfuh^yt

,

they h.a%"e: now chosen to pursde Vaddi^'^®^^^ 
e OOhdmic

success . within ithe systern.

't

that

of

y

I-Am-Me's are individuals in a transition ,stagh that

. lasts ionly "for- a few yea.rs and, t.op'reSent's. -a^^ .m

of values

from both, inner.., and' o,ute.r,-directed ■ lifestyles:. ,This is a ' ,

very-small' s.egmeht,; - (only 3 percent, [.3%] of ,t,he:



.population) , but an'interesting one/lthrOugh which many
people,. pass. The average I-Am-Me, is ,20; years old, has

slightly less .than a high school degree (though many are,
still in',".college3- -and has lower ,thah average income , ■
(again as a result of the' age of 'the group)- . People, at

this stage are: fiercely individualis'tic, , somewhat

■nar'cissis tic. and Somewhat .exh'ibitio.nis.tic. -As. they are.
very: co-ncerned',-with'their, inner identities- and external
pOtential:s,, they ^are often .wiilihg to, try . new -activities, ,
to take risks and to act ■ impulBively

^ ■ V-

Experientia-'is-cOnst-.itute, another, small- segment ' (6'
percent. :„ [ 6% ] of the population) , which ,is also somewhat

,

tied to a person's progress through.;'the . life cycle,, , Their-

average age i,s 26,- they tend to- be female and white, with,
higher than average educational levels .and household'r
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incomes. This group is the most inner-directed of any of

the segments and seeks personal involvement and
experience with many aspects of life.
Societally conscious individuals represent the
farthest step along the VALS inner-directed path and
constitute 11 percent (11%) of the adult population.

These people have extended their value system beyond
themselves to include various concerns with improving (as

they see it) society as a whole. This is undertaken not
for personal gain in a materialistic sense, but because
the person believes that 'the world ought to be better
than it is.' Many of these individuals support causes

such as conservation, and many engage in extensive
volunteer work. These individuals tend to be in their

late-30s on average and have high levels of education and
income.

The Integrated Lifestyle

These are the rare 'self-actualizing' individuals (2

percent [2%] of the population) who represent the highest
stage of the VALS system. Their values and lifestyles
combine the power of the outer-directed achiever with the
sensitivity of the inner-directed, socially conscious
individual. They are 40 years old on average, hold a
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degree .and .have>:;a ' high-'i
accQunt vfp"r

only'^'d "percent (2%

however,V they.
marketers

©endix

Because
the population.,:

are::;.:not a. very signi.f.ic'aht.. segraent .fd'r,.

aimlhg at the, mass:'consumer-.-^^m

. See

F

PoiVALS Segments Differ: in Their Consumerism?
It is worth taking a look at: an illustration of the
discriminative capability of VALS to segment consumer
markets. (See Appendix G]

Appendix G is taken from a publication by SRI and
summarizes data on six consumer markets .■ It
that

the

Survivors

can . be

seen

imported wine market is highly segmented,
virtually never buy this product

(they may

ih.s.tead d ink domestic wines or not drink much wines at
.all) - and

he other segments at the top of the list are

also buying imported wines at rates much below the
national average. The segments towards the bottom of thelist constitute the 'heavy users' of imported wines.

Since Belongers are by far the largest segment, marketers
might in this case want to key in on this group to gain
increased .sales: In

.

The . secohd cdlumn indicates the way in- which

::

competition occurs within a general use category.: Noticeo

: . ■ .v.:

\3.B

..

that most segments buy cold cereals at■ about the natiohal

average, with Survivors and Emulators being lower, and
the huge Belonger segment providing a massive, sales.base

as they buy at higher than ; ayerag.e rates. ^ '

.

■

The imedia columns . show that it is' possible . .to use

VALS to.: segmeht mar

.accordihg .to their use of media.

This is important in the context of planning-media
campaigns and knowing where the best media outlets are"to

place commercial messages in drder to .reach "target:
markets . The example in the table shows how highly. :
'se:gmen"ted the audienees are for TV :.comedy .shows. The same:

is alsoitrue of, sports magazine readerships. The .final .
two .columns indicate that VALS has been used to. segment

individuals on the basis o.f their activity and. interest
. char ac t eris t.ic s

: ..Psyc

r'aphic .Applicationsi-Market and .Industry

The ". ".esearchers: ■ Cosmas and Mitchei ..(198 3)
that when

found out.

tting- "ps.ych.ograp"hics'/VALS into practicai" ■ . ■

ground of orgahizatipn, they ..have to .expand ■ the ■ consumet

data: gained from previous analysis and gbes' .in very).
integrate d, process... of. segmehtation. based , on three main '
.aspects;. The
'
/Market,." the Nature .of . the Industry

" )

CManufacturing .process).')a:hd'the -Media ,channel.) .As ) the, .

..3 9."

.on of 'psychographics escalates further, the
sucoess or failure of the advertising, campaign;is.the
ultimate answer.,to the ultimate question: Is the

, psychographics/VALS research...usefu.l? .
Advertising and Media Market
r

.

Rt the Outset,, the advertising strategyccan be

defined as la

basic ,.sel.

statement of primary market target, the

ing.proposition and the .specific copy benefits

or elements.

to be emphasized. Psychographics/VALS system,

would ena ble-.to

address the following cruGial aspects in

launching any- - advertisin.g campaign:/'

l.:"^

'l

;T.he .s-ize:.'and,' importance Of, various poss'lble . market

^tafgetS'V-..'Is - a ■ partiGUlar target/large enough'to be
gOod 'business prOpo'sitiOn? .

ThO' Gompatibil'ity of/the . product

First, , are^ the

product''s .'intrinsic qualities such 'that. it':Can:
■■satisfy' the needs of potential market' segment?. '
Secohd,, 'are cohs.umer .perceptions ^of a product

."required/to /persuade ■.'consumers ' that ■ particular^'/

product m^eet/their/needS' at,the minimal;? . /■
■Uniqueness'. To . what ext.e.nt are .the ' ■Vari'b'us. ' 'selling
promises that could be made for a brand unique and
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-to

what extent have they been usurped by other

br ands.?'■■■■"t'

Cannibalization

en

If a ' product ; is.' .one, of several,,

tries by a company^

ad vertising
other

to what'extent, is the . .

strategy likely , ,to .canniba^^l^^^

entries ? , !. ■

Cr eati.yity;.

. o . 1^

. the ,
'

What ■ are, the .chances. ' , that ■ a . specified

s.txategy can be Implemented.'in to cr.e.ative, ■ ads ;
.?■ ce mpalgh?!.

■■■■ ■

The,

Dsyc'hpgraphics theory is the key to, de.f.ine and .:

hnswer .all.the

p.reyious- questipns, , ;(,th,at is t^to whom we

should; ad vertise and^':what we should say) . They are two

basic app roaches to examine. . .the dif f erehceS' ■ in: audience
character isticsusing.

s : ' •'

1

;©ne,;vpp^

the;^previous-:-&sychographics:/'VALS .
"■ ■ • • ■

r ;. )

'■

,

■■ ; ■

is to ..examine the characteristics of;;

particular medium's audience and to. compare, ■those

/vch;a-ra'Cte;rls tic-s..; ^ with ■ t'h.e ichar a c teris tics' 'of those '

who arehot ,■ i.n t.ha.t medium,' s au.die.hc.e.y ll.n^ Qth:er
, ; words1 trie'?compares ..viewers, with, rph-,viewers t
readers .with non'readers, etc. ^ Afb.^ each.; specif ic ,

:1medium; that Is; teihg ..considered for a part-lcular
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campaign. The merit of this approach lies in the
fact that one is examining mutually exclusive

groups. This approach provides the opportunity for
large differences to occur between market

segments. To a specific example, one might
implicitly assume that the life style profile of
the viewers of the price is right reflect, to a
certain extent, the characteristics of that show

itself, that is, that what attracts a respondent

to a specific TV show is something that is
compatible with that respondent's own life style.
Conversely one might assume that what turns off
another respondent from a particular TV show
(makes him/her a non-viewer), is related to

his/her own life style. Thus, one might argue, the
correct way to examine a TV show's characteristics
is to examine its viewers in relation to its

non-viewers.

2.

A second approach involves the examination of a

particular medium's audience characteristics in
relation to the audience characteristics of all

other media that are being considered for a

particular campaign. A comparison across audiences
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will tell us something about the differences in
the quality or appropriateness of each audience
for our promotional campaign. After ail, one might
argue, we can only reach people who represent
audiences, we cannot reach non-viewers or
nonreaders. Furthermore, our media selection

problem is to pick among the available offerings
so we should examine differences in audience

characteristics across all the relevant media, at

least within specific media classes.
It is significant to acknowledge the facts that

these approaches might overlap based on different media
types. So in order to assure the accuracy of such
campaign, developing audience typologies on each stage of
is needed. That means carrying on audiences' segmentation
on each media channel and on each type of on each stage
of campaign. With the boom in communication and the
variety of programs on the Main Media Multi-Channel (TV),
researchers must combine all the mentioned techniques
with some outcomes of audience's demographics data to
limits the mass of audience who vary in their needs and
interests.
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Industrial Design and Pistribution Channels.

The (PsyGhograpKics/VALS) method of Market

^

Communicatidn segraentation has what is called complex and
hidden unique effects over the,industry. First, , despite
of;:all''the aGti,vity: and information that could be

provided,.thiough the implemGntatio.ns of'
::PSychographics/'VALS, there is a; noticeable lack, of ;
'application to , distribution

answer to the. intriguing

question 'why' is -simple. Distribution is as Dracker
(1985) once'said, marketing's dark continent; Because-

marketing executives often commit the cardinal sin of.
being, preoccupied.:with;,only, parts of the marketing
system, and distributiQn^'.-t^

not be part of that

preoccupation. Also, . distribution tends to be pe.rceive.d
as a separate entity bearing no relationship to other

marketing activities. With the boom in industrial
technologies: recently, customers vary aggressively,in : .
their needs forcing the marketers to fulfill the gap
between each consumer categories

Also, rraarketers found - ;

out dealers tend to cluster in contiguous areas forcing

the customers wandering around looking for their■desired

needs and goods. All that drove the final .and tealistic^

conclusion that force the mar-ket'ers-lt.o.- initiate' .'the
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of Supermarket-Everything store that could be located to
satisfy all needs. Moreover, Discounts Outlets and
retailers spread in competitive desire causing
development in the distribution channels all over the

country. Furthermore, as the communication era started at
the early 1980's and late 1970's, marketers found the

chance to apply the Psychographics perception on the fast
delivery of goods and commodities, opening a new market
of shipping industry. The more the marketers take

advantages of the Psychographics/VALS Market
segmentation, the more business opportunities and
economical profit could be gained, taking in
consideration cheaper service and customer satisfaction.
Second, Industrial Design basically is not a

designer task only; it involves the marketers-feedback
with their market study and analysis. The involvement of
Marketers exceeded and reached the extent of exercising

influences on the design process in its earliest stage. A

systematic, question-answering market research approach
could replace during the manufacturing process the

designer's question-asking approach. The development of a
set of psychographics factors is a job for the marketers,
not the designer. In present day, with the huge variety
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of consumier's; needs

and- desires, there'is no reason .tp:

expect the designer to come up with sel'f-confidenGe,
.aesthetic

appreciatioh, an.d, -a cd

pertinent yariables »

outlook as,

Yet' these three' dppehr^^

make an

appreciable-■Gohtribution : to '; the ipb of the' predi-ctihg
consumer

pref erenc'e'■ behayior;v

.

same path, , there is .no reason to

.supppse^that a designer can tell us exactly how. these

factors: influence .his/her design, approach.' Nevertheless,
:..:i:f .uses erf ;.su,ch -.f actors- -allow' designers" to produce more

'-pfef erred designs, -.' -'such/ u®® '

h®' -'carried ' out or at

leastassumed.. . Moreover, considering the cost of the

product development and the tigh level of risk.a,firm
takes in .introducing a new -product, a substantial effort

seems tp ..be justified - ("1)

to -reduce the extent' to.-which

designs/ have ; to be teste.d..bn a trial-and-error . 'basis, ' and

" (2) ; to' deveilop/^

device t'o measure result of/the design

:.proC:e;Ss .that . is..trigger'eb by alternative: e.xpefimental

trehtniehts. .:Based on .PsychOgraphics/VALS ..way of
segmenting- the desired/audience and market to provide an
over all^ expectation for. the manufacturing process and

produet layout s, the ma'r keter.s .would have absolute solId
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ground,for their recorrimendatjon to either the designer
and the top management level

Research oh Psychographics Literature-Comments
■For many, reasons the quality- and quantity: of

psychdgraphids, fese:arch Is; patchy. Some organizations
that have invested large sums of ,money into, a

hies-' segmentatioh, instrument -are 'naturally
loath to 1et;

potential ■ competitors see it, -so excellent'^

of ■ psychb '.graphic ; ine:thod01ogy do not , -c-ome to ,
light. ' The literature is also scattered ,a;cross academic,
applied and, ; t;rad,e journals' whlc'-h ,.makes it'.dif ficult , to
collec.t and however

assess. Of course, ..badly done research,:

we11

it, is mar keted, /.wi11; not f urther. the field

the; promise of :.psych.pg,raphi.c's,.

or, fulfil

Ographics, like psychology;itself, has a; short

but a; long past, and it predict: a good future,,
o doubt that ,al.ohg with other more .classic

There vi;s

n

:f ofins Of

m.

-.afket :^segmentation, psychographics has an , . .

important pa;rt, to play.; in, marketing;:stra,.tegy and
reseafch i
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.

CHAPTER

THREE

UAE Country Profile.
The Count :y

t

Esta blished

federatioi1- :'

on 2 December:-: 19'71, . .the^ U

of seven ■ emirates : . Abu . Dhabi, ^ -Dubai, Shar-gah,; f.

.Ajttan, . U:mm aT-Qaiwain,,: ■Ras - .Valv-Khaimah
rising[.

an

Fu j ai.rah .■

an area of '83, 600 square kilometers ■.(.including

lago which extends over approximately 5,900 .

ar

aquara kilometers) , the.;;;e
■22°%2 6.5

■V; . ' i

N

.the hor th

lies between latitudes

and -longitudes 51.°-56-..5 °:E . It is .bbrdexed' to
y the Arabian Gulf

Omah and- • ;he SuTtanate :of Oman,

.to.-the eas:t by the Gulf :of.
to the . south b.y the

Suitanate of Omah. vand Saudi Arabia- . and To the. west :by ■
.Qatar, and Saudi Arabia.:

-■ 

The Geographical' Location

. V. The gulf has been an important waterway sincei;
ancient times, bringing the people who live on its shores,

into iearly contact with other civilizations . Due to its '

location, the UAE has been able to act as a connecting
'iink.: between Europe and the Indian- subcontinent., the Far
East: .and Africa since .time, immeraorial. ( It: is' still

pi-aying the.;': role of ■intermediary between' these, vastly

different ' cultures, the.- onl.y :difference::-b.eing that air ;

.

travel haS significantly inereased the number of visitors
who • come -to the^ UAE. ■

■

Culture and People

Only -15-20% : :Of'the total population of 1.8 .millioh
is UAE citizens. -The re&t include sighifiGant numbers;of
other. Arabs,--Palestinians, Egyptians,. Jordanians,, '.

Yeftienis,: .Gmanis, as: well as many Iranians, Pakista^^^^^^

■

Indians, Eilipinos, and West Eurppeans;..,, All, ofjthe:..UAE ::

citizens are .Muslims. Most, foreigners also are Muslim..,
although Hindusland Christians make up a.portion of the
UAE ':s foreign populatio.n.; Educational .-st.andards, among. UAE

citizens a.nd population.are

rapidly.' Oitizens and .

tempofary residents have taken; a,d.yantage, of . facilities
throughout the oQuntry.,

. i .. .

.r"' ■

"

'ii ,:

The people of the UAE,-iiike those of the . rest of . the
peninsula, are of Arab stock> Their fore.f^.khers. formed

par.t ■ of successive waves' of . migra.tion 2,,000-3,0Q0 ',years ,

agoithat ;spread eastwards across Arabia, bringing with
them,, their-'Culture, ..their ianguage and ' their skills at :
Surviving in what . - was '-.beCo'ining an ■'increasingly, harsh

■

cl.imate. As they'■..arrived,^.they mingled and then' merged ,

. with the people aiready living in .the- region now known' as"
the UAE:,, people, whb,. like them,; were; of Semitic stock,.

,4 9

Inscriptions in now-extinct Semitic languages.found on
archaeoio jicai

sites at Mileiha, v:iri Sharjah, and at

al-Dur, i 1 Umm^ af:""Qaiwain, tOstify to the presence of-

those early inhabitants, but in the centuries that
followed, the population coalesced into a homogeneous
whole, united by a common heritage, and, since the coming

Of Islam in the seventh/cehtury;vM^

a common faith.

The, people of the UAE have seen dramatic change in

,

the fe.W:: short years since the state was established,

■change-that has provided: them://With all the benefits of . e; ,
moderh:, developed society, At the same time, howevex,., '

both goveEnment and people- are ' determined that their
heritage

shall ■■■'be ■ pre;served, ■'in ■lihe with Sheikh Zayed ' s

belief th at ".^a peop'leit'hat, .kno-ws not; ■ its' past. -can have
t nor a future. ' In the past, life ■■in ■t

neither: a;
UAE

to

was h axd

surviv

and it took, extraordinary skill to be able

■ in the harsh terrain and arid climate. Today, . .

things ar, ■ easier, but by holding on .tp'' .their- heryt;a.ge. - ;:: ;

the peopl e are/, able ■ to ■ draw. .upon - fhel.r,', .confidence' i.n.. t he .
past to.t ackle' and overcome the, challen.ges of the
and fufur
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Islamic Ctiltural Traditions

UAE'p culture is firmly rooted in the Islamic

traditionk of Arabia. Islam is more than just a religion,
it is a way of life that governs even the minutiae of
everyday events, from what to wear to what to eat and
drink. Thus the culture and heritage of the UAE is tied ■
to its religion. In parts of the world. Islamic
fundamentalism has given the 'outside' world a very
extreme^ blanket ■ ..view o

the religion. However,,, in. . ■ ■

contrast to this image, the UAE is tolerant and
welcoming!; foreigners are free to practice their own
religion, alcohol is served in hotels and the dress ep.de.
is liberal. Women face little discrimination and,
■

-t

-i
t

■

:A
- A e, •

A

■

■■ ■ ■

A'
■re.

■.

... " ,

■ . ."

■ ■

■ ■"./A
■ .A"

'
.

' " 't
■ .. ■

• .l" . ' ' '

A

t

- ■ , . . .:A.'

.aontrary to . theA. policies of neighboring countries, are . ■

able .to...drive .and walk ■ around. AneaGorted. Among.; th.e. most
highly prized virtues is courtesy ,and hosprtality and- ■

;

visitors are sure-: -to be ■chafme.d' .by the. genuine warmth and

friendliness of the . people ..
The rapid economic . development over the last . 3..Q

years has changed'" life, in the Emirates ..beyond- 'recognition
in vmany: ways.. However, the. country's rulers^ are very
aware 'Of the danger ;that: their traditipnai. heritagejwill
be eroded by the: speed of development and: increased
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access to

outside- cultures and material ■ •goods. Hence,

they are <een: to .promote cultural or sportirig events that
are repre sentative

-pf their past,' such as ■falconrV, . -camel

racing or dhow, sailing. ' (Although, . ironically, a large ,.
proportion. of ■ local- . entertainment centers, 'less- on 

traditional- -.pastimes and more on shopping; -and, shopping
festivals)
.

Most

to live

of the citizehs ' of the UAE; a-re Muslims who- love

t le

tradition-a-l' way of - Muslim Arabs . The foreign- 

popul.atio 1 :in-cludes MuslimS/ .Hindus,- and Christians. .'

.

■ i.Aifh Dugh .varying, from ' emirate to emirate,; the ( degree'
o f "religidus; freedom afforded. no.n--Muslims is .' greater in . .

the UAE than in Saudi.Arabia and Qatar. For example,
non-Muslims 'are. permitted to worship -but not to.?, .
e

T

Christiah churches

and.... schools in the UAE, . primari-iy; in Dubai and Abu (Dhabi

.52-..
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■

■ ■ CHAPTER FOUR \

;.

.; Islam and Mar keting' ^CommuniGai-ion.
.Islam as A Guide

Unlike other religions, Islam is not confined/to
some moral teachings, rituals .or; modes of worship.

.

Rather,, it.; contain.s guidance in every sphere, of :, life^^
including soGio-economic fields

The obedience from.

Muslims is req.uired not only in worship,;: but also in ;■
their economic activities/ even though it...is; at the price

of some apparent benefits, because these apparent

.

benefits may go against the collective interest of the
(Hafizah, 2001) .

,SOCi

Islam and Market Economy
Islam

does not deny market forces and market

economy. .

Profit is acceptable to a reasonable extent.

Private

A?nership is not totally negated. Quraan, the

o

holy book of Islam, states that fact: "We. divided them,
the way t ney live, the way they earn their living; we
made

some

richer and some poorer,"

(surat al .zokhrf> . 50..

32) .
There

are numerous literatures in Islam about

..cheating, swindling, deceptions, . beguilement, and.. ^
monopoly most of which agree that all are undoubtedly
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prohibited. The same goes with fixing of wages, prices,

agreements, and all forms of deceit

emen

competition.r
The.

redson for the prohibition is.that, it puts the

selling power In ;:the hands of the monopolists who is able ;
to inflict harm on the community by demanding excessive

prices and confrolling the supply ,of.goods to the
community

,

■

The .root of the term 'ghash and tadlees'

Iswindii'ng/ ,decept

) comes from sale, manipulation. The

Quranic evidenGe regarding sales fair dealings explicitly

shows the prohibifipn of-such deceptions; verse 17, part .
35': ■' " And give fuli .measure when you measure out; . .and

weigh wit]: a true balance/ivihis. is fair and better in the

^end." ■ ' /
Aiso, . '*ihtkar' /. which, is. monopoly, denotes g.athering
and withhc Iding of-'goods in anticipation of a p'rice rise',
In other d\

ords,. ' ih'tikar' is the-mQnopoiizing of a

product..,to .affeetravPrice .rise. rr.i.'

The Quraan does.not mention ihtikar; it only refers
to the hoarding of■ gold and silver. The hadeeth (the
p.'ropihet;,d;Ocumented' says and' words) ., however, contains .a 1
number

of. statements ■.''
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TMe^: basic ^^ijferencb.•between capitalist .and isiamic: :
bcbnomy is that ip.secular capitalism, the profit.motive,

or privat-e Qwhership are gi.yen unbridled pdwer to make
economic decisions .- Theit liberty is.'not cohtrolle.d \by
any divine injunctions. if there are someirestrictipns

,

they are-imposed -by human beings and are always subject

to change through'democratic legislation., which .accepts
ho authority of any super-^humanv power.^ This attitude has
allowed a number of. prac.tices,:-which cause, imbalances in '

■'the -.society-, interest

gambling', ■speculative - transactions

tend to concentrate wealth in..the hands of

the. few.

'

.

Unhealthy humah instincts., are exploited to make money:

; ■

through irmoral and .injUriouS productS;.,. Unbridled . profiti
making- •■creates -monopolies, -which par.aiyze the market

•

-forces-'or, ; at' least, -' hirider; their ■natural operatipns .
Thus- ■ the .c-apit.a.lis't.. e'conomy, - which claims ■ to be; based on '

market forces, practically stops'the ...natural process of
supply and demand, because -: these forces Gan . only work ; -

■properly in an atmosphere ;o-f: fr

' -cprapetif ion, '.and not in-

monopolies. It is sometimes appreciated in a secular; -;

capitalist economy- fhat a certain . ecPhomic dctivity. is -

--.

not -in the interest .of the society; yet, its allowed to

be continued because to prohibit it goes against the

i.-i

v'dss,. i-i-

c .'-:.i '4;-''1

■' ■- ;

interes.fe: of S:ome ;inf

circles that dornihate the

legislature on the .strength; of. their majgrity,..^ Since
every ..aut Tority beyond . the;.- democfatic, rule ;,is tota;
de.nied ah i 'trust in God '. ' hasf been practica.liy expelled

from :t.he socio-economic'domain, no divine guidance is

recognize 1 .to control :the economic activities . (Hafizah,,
2001)
From

the islamic .perspective

the adversity

:.

emanating from- .'this, attitude • can;;ne.ver be curbed 'unless
humanity submits to. divine authority and obeys its .
commands

oy accepting them as absplute truth. This is ■

exactly w aat Islam does.; Ail. these .-guidance combined

together have a cumulative effect of maintaining balance,
distribut ive

;H:

justice and ' equality of 'opportunities.
■

Does M arket

Believes

"

'■The^.

Communicatiori.-Segmentation .-Contradict the '

of Islam?

sse.nce of. market communica.tion segmentation

could be seen hnj; Islam economic system and in the Arab
tribal cu

stom, .where Muolim jurists generaily.accepted

. thecon'ce pt of different -needs 'for different people. By

natufej'pe ople are divided according to social and. . .
economid; status and that does not contradict with the
isiamirul es.
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■

In 'fact ^I the, prinGiple

providing ''the, needs and ,

,sdek the ..cowforb;'al'I';'different'peo^

group it '

]3y islam. Fair trade and competition .rules, afe
:G;'epted in so'clo-economicic'las'slfication of '

culture. As a complete 'religion,' the, teachid^ of Islam; ': ■
.ehcompasses; the' essenceiof ;pe'ace,,.' ieconomlc 'well-being and"

development of the M'tslim a.t 'tHe'Vindividual/ ' family '
social, state and nation-leyels. -'Islam seeks ' to 'call .fo.r ■ '■

a people ne.e-ds -Oriented ," approach t o the prpvision ;o f many

pro.ducts and services, .where, providers, need to recognize i
the ■diver.se needs> of consumers, In, Islam, providers must

be able to .categorize consumers according to. some -pf

:.

■■their ■ rdefinabie; dhara,cter.is,tics and .: to' -tailor the; market
or industry for each category. This proeedure is,called

Market- Communication Segmentation. ,
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CHAPTER

.,

FIVE

,UAE Market

, .r

V' ■ , ,

k In:,UAE' marke't, .al-1 ■ the .well-knowri

and ■established^ I
international ,.brands - ofgoods and service ' f rom- '

y: every: country and region in the wprld are /

; i:i ■ the

so the competition ■ ■is . virtually. ■ ,

■i7e'ry,:,..manu'facturer in the whole .world.
.Nevertheless,,tthe:^ -U^^

market

population of. over 3,0

dif ferent nationalities, . is; an' amal;gam, of many customs .
Despite tne general impression that the UAE is one

geographical ' entity representing :homogenous market,.
common race/! raligidh/ : language ■and cultu.re., the .reality /
o f ■it is that;.' th.e.. UAE mar ket,, ■ ;and; Dubai f n specific, is. a

mosaic of populations.which speak'different languages and.
come from ■dif ferent ethniG . back grouhdS; v .: Therefore, ; .l
understanding the traditions of Arabs will not be that
important to any market study.

The cone of this contention is that Marketing'

.

Communication created in Europe' and designed for the .

/; ■
■:■

western market does not adopt regio.nally. because it. doeb ;
not transcendlocal■pultufd or translate^ easily into ,
other languages. How:eyer:, the .gap b'etweeh ,westefd
industrial societies

and Persian Gulf

•
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States

shrunk

because of- ' the c6rimiu.nicationS; boom^ . a
tacticbv ;::^gen^c^^

open unarket

have access to sophisfcicated

techniques- and market aupport servia
, H

tP carry bh effective market s,egmentation.

We need :f

updated information about- both the business,

market and consumerst purchase habits.f-Surveys, and

.,

interviews are the only source: because: these: two ways can.

produce information on socio-economic, characteristics of,

both consumefs and business" bwne,rs> (SeedAppendix^^
Psychbgra ohics
■ -The

commnhica

in

UAE

DasiC: proposition behind psyChographiGs as

ion and market segmentation, toQ:l-i-.s:. ■that within

a total m alticultura-1
consumers

market there -may-.-bd >g,rpu-ps- --;^^

with - similar - wants and • needs,- .„bu"t -whose ' wants

and heeds are different

from other groups. .This gives

rise to t:ie".; no:tio:h , that: "."these : ' "smal,ler v mar^^

are-" "

■ int-erhally - homoqeneous but externally heterbgeneous . - Ah
analogy might be the existence of dif f erent . ki-nds of , ■ 
consumers in:the UAE in one big habitat

(UAE Market) .

Each'- type -feeds, on different nourishments. Some " -like "

"certain:products- and. service, some like the atmosphere '
where these products and service are available, und
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,,

"

others like different^,p^^

service, but all like

what the market habitat: provides them,; with.

, in .the UAE, : the di.ffusion of the market and
communication segmentation concept in the business market

has been slow since its

in the early

1;

19:70's., I:a the 1980's, an increasingly competitive and,

rapidly cnanging^environmenf has stimulated the adoption
to the psychogfaphiGS concept. An increase in business
opportunities and .open market throughout ■ the 1,9-80's
reflec.ts this trehd. The, market has evolved from a

situation of product shortage, and an excess, of
unsatisfied demand, to conditions of ample supply and

fierce co:TipetitiQn.; During this period, the average
consumer in the area has also changed considerably. Where
as twenty years ago he Was an illiterate person With

limited: purchasing power, becoming acquainted with the
products of the modern industrial world, today he is an
educated, usually traveled, ■ individual who 'has

'

considerable purchasing power, and, who has been exposed
to almost everything in the,industriai world has ,to
offer. (See Appendix K)
,

/,

Most companies carried on Marketing Communication

oriented studies, confirming that consumers with
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preferences toward specific product and service can be
segmented into a few distinct groups, and each group or
segment has a unique demographic profile.
How did Business Organizations Achieved their goals

through marketing communication segmentation?
To answer this question, a purposeful sample was
selected which consisted of 85 executive managers of two

types of business organizations. The targeted audience is
the executive managers of marketing departments in:
Major shareholder companies in the UAE
Trade centers in Dubai

This audience segment was selected on the basis that

they had solid experience and strong business realization
of marketing segmentation in the UAE market. This ensures
that all findings are reasonably valid regarding the
market status in the UAE. The Survey findings evaluate

the targeted audiences' performance of how they implement

psychographics/VALS in their marketing segmentation
tactics. Survey Medium were:
Interview-administered (telephone or in person) or
Self-administered (Internet - E-mails)
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■Due to. the lack of, information about the ■ UAE ■market/

both methodologies of data gathered as much info ,as
possible.
1.

The survey is about identifying the market

.

segments according to CEOs of business companies.
Though, I made the questions of the survey short

,

and easy to answer, yet I did encounter several
. problems while conducting the questioner of the

.

.

survey. Some interviewee did not cooperate and-

answer all the questions due to.their,tight,

. business . schedules; they either . transferred me to .,
another department or put me on hold for a very

. ; .long time.. Some I could not reach on the phone and

. , they, did. not even reply to my .E-mails or

, , registered regular mail (See Appendix M For Survey
Questidrier .Samplei.'.!', .ti-. -l'ilz 
The Demographics iindings : . 1 "
The survey; wa^^^

85'executive managers,

there were divided as follows according, :t©..,their business

organizations , type:. Of the Major shareholder companies in
the'UAE/ .there were twenty-^eight - execubive:. managers In
the field of Business-to-Business.Market and only
thirteen for. Busine,ss-t;d-Customer Market

6,2

-While in the

other segment of targeted audience the Trade centers in
Dubai, the survey was conducted on twenty five;marketing
executive manager in the field of Business-to-Business

Market and only nineteen for Business-to-Gustbmer Market.
Eighty percent of the survey participants live in Dubai
where most of the marketing departments of almost every
business in UAE are located. Only seventeen; survey

•

participants live in Abu Dhabi and Fujairah - free zone.

.Fifty-

the participants dp not: spend,time in

their specific office locatibhs. There is only .ohe way to
get a hold of them and that is by. tracking their daily
aptivit

schedule or-:;:Gall:' their mobiie phone .;

thirt.y~,three CEOs we,re found to.direct: their :job from the
mnini^tnri ;h of the marketing department .' All the

. ? :

participa its were married and with an in.come not, less .r
thah $80, 300.

Ninety perceht of the.participants each . ■

have. ,a ■ ho isehold of three or more,' and phiy ten percent

(.10%),::'Were just married couple,.:';.'Sixty--seven, P,f them , were

be-tween the age of 40 and .:,g5,, while the remaining
eighteen were below the'.age, of 30.

The. L

system-Value findings:.

v p

..

The type of GE,:Os 'that survey- was conducted with', were
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Local merchants^ foreign manufacturers or exporters,>s
new industrialists, managers of service companies as well
as those in the Marketing Communication and advertisement

research centers or organizations. (See Appendix I)

"We iiave several categories under business to
business market as well as business to customer sector,"

said Baud A1 Shamsi, the sales Manager in Com-trust, ..an

E business Infrastructure Provider in the UAE. Saud, with,

a- Bachelor's degree - in :Managemenf InfOrma^^^^

Cali-forhia State UniversutYh^'^S

System from

.Bernardino, joined

iEtisialat> the TelecOmmunieation CbmpanY of;.UAE, in 1996.
eom-Trust is.,the hew division that deals With E-Commerce.,
'p-rbvidihg cus-tomers with all necessity to establish a
business.

,

He assured that diversity among market culture

in UAE is similar to USA market. "There is

no difference

'between Dubai and Southern California," he said.

, Despite, the diversity in the uae market,, the;
consumersladways demand what they thinklthey jshould

, .

deserve. Mohamed H A1 Mansoori, a marketing

representative in Abu Dhabi Investment Authority (ADIA),
sai.d

■ "To seek' global investment Opportunities, we.,; need

to pass. ■ thfough.- D'tbai'--S'; Gate. Dubai ■brought hhe, wholei
.world in one'small place," .

- .64:;' ■

1 ■i

Mo:hamed 'also graduated from^ California' State

, Sdn ::Sernardino, with a Bache'lor's ■ degree in,;
Marketing'. : He daid:
revolutio n

Dubai
's maiketingicommuhica'tion

brought the world together and cohsumer closer

in:,whieh all differeht market demands became similar;
excellence _ .arid perfection.are what th^ Customer .needs and

ithat what I' also ■■'demand.'':

The Psychographics findirigs :

: '■ , ■

■

■ ■ ■

■

. 1^ ^

^

^

In the: 'categdry ■of- ,ma'jor. shareholde^fs, 20 .'ofthe;-:' ,
participhi^ts' , companies .delegatd marketing people to the
field. This '■mearis ■ that. a junior marketihg 'persori is
,., 'f.rOm the head 'offiee

UAE and is

.■

attached to the organization. The remai:ni:rig 21 compariies}:: ;'

use the integrated system of perraittirig local le.ading
corporations to set their marketing departmerit- arid
recruit the.ir. experts either . from the .market .ari. hrbm\^; '

■their priijiciples . Under the category ■ 'df. Trade show-, 'all ■
the participants agree that market communicatidn

■

.segmentation relies .heavily on market.; survey; and research,
llike the Ori'e this;. thesis has already conducted) •

The

classificatiqns;:^of. busi.ness-tp-bus.inehs- .cr .

business-to-customer will be evaluated further.when .each

cCmpahy. 0;f busiriess 'organizations carry on its: individual.
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market research or market study. Twenty percent (20%) of

the participants refuse to share their marketing
communication segmentations tactics by reframing from
answering specific questions. The remaining eighty
percent (80%) all agree that initial studies will be
dipstick. Since estimates of exact population in the UAE

vary greatly, the marketing department will use
Burks-Sinclair formula for establishing relative

proportions of the different nationalities/demographics
groups for the purpose of sampling and post weighting.
Then, the marketing research department will have to

accurately formulate its ethnic sambaing groups.
Nevertheless, the market studies will probe viewing,
listening and reading habits of the key media groups. In
both sector of business-to-business or

business-to-customer, only forty percent (40%) of the
companies thoroughly explained their marketing

communication tactics. Their Marketing Communication in
the UAE involves three steps. The first step is to
identify segmentation variables, segment the market and

develop profiles of the resulting segments. Using the
same analogy, the consumer can be categorized according
to different characteristics, such as: psychology,
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iabi.t:s, way-of , life:

locality .■ The secorid .^ , ^1,

i:n\rolves Ithe.. evaluation ■ of the- .attraetiveness of

each- segment and, the ,sel:ec:tioh of, the target segment. The
third step, called positioning,, involves identifying and,
selecting possible promotional cohcepts for each,target, :

segment, and then develpping and signaling the chosen
promotional cQncept. - It aims at distinguishingia service

f rom competitive,, of fe.rings in ,the mind of the consumer .
Using the analogy again, some marketers may, want to catch

hll types- of consume,!S they can., Others may only want to
catch, .a sp-eeific kind of consumer . Marke
concern, xs

bait

that

market.

consumer

whose.

mainly the quantity of consumer caught may use

appeals to the majority of cohsumer within the

T hose

who want to catch.only specific kinds of

need ,to use bait that appeals, to that specific

They also heed tO; pay attention, to other
consumer

purchase habits , -r - .-

, ,'67
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CHAPTER SIX'

CONSUMER ■BEHAVIOR

The: Elaboration Lrkelihood ,Model (ELM)

Among UAE Mdlti, Culture Consumers.
UAE,:

Eons umer ProfLie-

The more the business knows, about their-target

audiencev the better able the Marketing CEO is to oreate
and place advertising that wdll influence: their purchase-

behavior. Knowing where- their, customers live, how old
are, or how much money they make is important, but,
it, isn't, enough. ,To arttiGipate their behavior relative to

business,client's products, the bnsiness marketer must
look at what: motivates their custbmers - their Values,

behaviors, : and,beliefs.
Consumers today are much mpre diverse than they were

when demographics came into, use:.,

in cultural

composition,, '.work style, and family life have

:,

,

sign,ificantly increased the complexity of the ;
marketpia e,.,-' iConsumers are aggregating themselves ( ■ ^ ■
according to -interests, values,/ ,and' lifestyles . Their' , /V
decisions

a-re moving ;inc teasingly outside those ,pr edit ted

by tradit ion-a-l- Statistical -metri'csfalone.

He;

During the 1980's and 1990's the era of competition
in the UAZ ,market, the awerage consumer in the area has

also changed considerably. Where as twenty years ago he,

was an illiterate person with limited purchasing power,
becoming acquainted with the products of the modern

industrial world, today he is an educated, usually

traveled, individual: who, has considerable purchasing .
power, and,who has been exposed to almost, everything in
the industrial world has to offer,. (See Appendix K)

For consumer goods, price is the-primary buying,
the middle and lower classes. These market

factor fo

re served through small stores and shopS: ,i,n

segments

traditiona1 souks, or marke,ts .- ,,Retailers ■ operate under ^
razor thin

margins, one: to ;two percent is common;,: and

rely oh Volume ., Since■ the.; pop-ulationof the;' 'UAE. is small,
the over

one ,mi,llion business: and tourist

visitors ' that "

come . to the /t].AE .;each year ■ supplement approximately: 2.. 4 y
million. O f

;2th,e,,v:2,./'4 million- residents' of ■the .UAE, ;

eiy:twenty; ,percent (2 0%) caret nationals, while
the remai n.ingteighty.'percent

(80%)' are.' ex-patriots (sixty

percent: ;( 60 %■): ,:.' oh :::who ■,, a,re from " the India-' sub-continent) . ■
The UAE^ ' s

pppulation has ' considerable- -purchasing power,

.:-6:9

and as, the following, table illusttates> almost sixty '
percent ( 50%);, of the population are under the age df 30.,
Thir

yyfiye:,per,cent, (35%);: under IS ) years old, twenty

four (2:4%

between 15-29 years^pid,^ thirty, nin

(39%)

: between , 30^59 years old and two: percent,;(2%) over, 60

years old.. For this younger;group, price- is not a primary
buying, factor ;and: reta.ih m

are';exceptionally ;high

.Dubai exporters must be;ready to use,price aggressively
to gain market; s^'h^^

in prder, to ■ gain; market- acceptance- , ■

of their products - non-price' features.■ ; In .the-.-construction

;of optimum 'price,:-once'all(costs inyolved-in, the

•

manufacture, added,, t,o the ■general: o,verheads have been

determined, it,.is

to ' mirk'up; (the point a,t' which,

and ; 'Q:ptim-um price, is ■ de£e:rmin,e:d based ; oh the demand

^

schedule.; "There (is no formula . We l:ook (at'" how much; the;
consumer can pay/y Pavin- Kapoor, 'Marketing Manager of
Dubai:; Jumbo , EleGtronics , said. The .idea that price is „ ;

determined: , by ..the, (s
basic

of competition . and not by the; ,

cost.

UAE : Marketing ..Persuasion

: ■; ■

Resonance :.as marketing communications tool is wi

used, especially when dealing with highly competitive,
non-differentiated products or service categories. The;,
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persuasive message, strategy of the marketing techniques

uses 'situations life stY.les' and' emotions' that ■ ■targeted '
audiences and customers can identify the product or
service ■with. /Consumers' - mental activity ;in response to
the. persu asive ■. message

f ollows route mechanism deperiding

on the . consumer motivation^ ...ability, and 'oppo.rtu'nity to
process.

■' ' /'

'To see the:;..'answ'er.^ of ...how'■ corisumers ' .behavio-r unite

..under'this marketing comrnu.nication' •model of; per suasion,; a'
brief .survey :was conducted on a sample of .1,5 different . ; ■

cdnsumers attending the, Dubai shopping:festival. The
survey!was directed to locate the common purchase motive,
or habits among customers that differ in gender, age and

race, , within the ■latitude of accep'tance .one common
noh-differential brand (See Appendix N for Sample Survey /
Questioner about .purchasing ca;r tires> . .
Demographfc data.:'

- , '. t

The survey .was conducted on fifteen individuals,, 7 !:
females and 8..: males .- T

of the males were relatives ,

■

(brothers) , living in Saudi Arabia., two./lived, in Dubai
and the rest were British tourists. Five of the females

were housewives living in Abu Dhabi and the rest were,

singles.friends from Singapore visiting,Dubai. All male

f ■■C-:

■,■■:..■'■■.■ ■ : ■ ■ ■ '

■■

' ,11

. . :

' ' 'f

'■■" ■ ■ ■ '■

participants; were singles. Six' of them' their age ranged
between 18 and 20, while the others' ages were,between 29

and 35.. All participants were risiting Dubai ■ to attend
■the 's
work;

ing' festival. ■ Thela'verag.e'ancom

for-;,eight: ■ ■ ■ .

artieipants ..was ■ ;$2, 500 per.'month, - while for ; the

..other par.ti'cipanto- it was " $1, 300 . , Twelve -of, the.- i-:-!

: participa nts each had a . househd.ldlof two or three, . and
the other

three participants had a household of 6 or

.more.

Psychographics a,hd.:,:L.i;f e ;

data :

1 Although . the' .participant's age . yaried eonsiderably,
their, purchase- actions towards, one item was .' the. same .

'Presumably^

desire behind each purchase action

.differs because have dultural or life preferences in

general, .,yet.; the /advertisement message was delivered on

the Same leyei tSee Figure^^^ i^ .. According, to
spcio-economic classifications of: the consumers in UAE
market .;(See. Appendix J and K) ., the price was .not the.

/criticai drive for such .purchase act,. The. consumers . were
guided by...its' appeal to the tire ads message; While the.

young .SIX ;par.ficipants..were .' guided "py their physical .
ability; to risky activity- as .the..western psychographics
would sue gestS,

the; rest..-nine older,'participants reached

12 ■ ■

the: same,result with their different ambitions to check
quality and . price;;Aspects , in their, purchase deGision

makinq process. All fifteen. partiGipants. agreed that

specific tire retail stores - are- peffect 'for their Car . . .
despite theirvdiffereht.'needs, while, each one was "
pointinq to the same ads . on, the board- explaining

different motive for his or her purchase decision.
Advertisihg Message Persuasion:

\ In- the UAE, the marketers'- -a

the. Event Mafketing

tactics , as a way ; to. appeal .'to., the consumers and persuade
them, to just read their message of certain products. . For-

instance, and. according to the survey conducted,, a
company like Bri.dgestone Tire Inc. uses both the English
version .as well as, the Arabic translated version of the

ad-.message (See .Figure 1)
Firs t.:,

the company invested in the message's

persuasive content. The message was designed, in such
-resonance

attractec

-tone . in which the -young V c-o-nsumer , will'., be
to. .messagei title of .,( Fly with - 4WD;.Bridges'tone

tire). Fc r. those ; price .' conscioushesses customers,"the
subtitle

Of ■ '(providing the 4-.tire's for less price.) was'- .

the hook

fhat affects; their purcha.s.e ■ motive. More-over, .

the extended service or value;added tactics, that the. ads

.7-3

provide with bold title below the tire picture (all jcinds

Of repairs- and adjustment are .free) iattra.cts those '
quality and cautious customer .who seek expertise In each

field, of life..Then, the company's marketing department
uses 'all, the. possible promotion channels to reach to all
sectors of:the .UAE's multi cultural consumer habitat. .

Exhibitions,: trade fair, even .racetracks shows, were
tools that support the resonance persuasive model. Ads
through high.ways stands, short TV commercials.as well as

advertising in sports magazines and daily newspapers,
were just channels to keep the types,of targeted

audiences intact- -if^they. need to ' change a tire in theircar. (See Appendix I and.'lj)

Is, the psychographics approach a good market

segmentation tool for UAE Market? ELM - .interpretation

O The basic proposition behind psychographics as a

market communication segmentation tool -is that withi..n a
total mUlticult-uraT:ma;r-ket' there may be,groups of
consumers with similar .. wants and needs, but. those- wants,

and needs are different from other groups. An analogy
might be the existence of different' kinds of consumers in

the' UAE in one big- habitat (UAE Market). Each type feeds

on different . nourishments. Some like certain products.' and
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service- s

'.service "a re
and servi

these products ■ and

Dme dike the. atmo.s

Available, a^^^

others like different products;

e, 'but;..all like what the market habitat

them with. Similar ; to.-'the ; psychographies ■'
of "the w.estern--rrtar-k.et,- the UAE' market; h.as' the

out with .a GohsideratiQn.-^to the Arabic culture

same

added as a; -new .■ ■section to reEete'nce the life system of.
culture

V a.lues

.. The fact, is, in the UAE ;ma,rket:A

as the pr oduct. or service ■persuasiye-;®^^^^^^^^^^
to all CO nsumers '" ■
based on

■

as long:

de-livered

■ categories, ■ - the- ■ purchase a;.Gtion will; be-

how the message could drive.their social or life

motive

to such purchase .decision .- y
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chapter SEVEN.

CGhclusion laTtd 'RedQinmendatio.n V:,

Thd studies.'arid the. ■anarysis; o.f ..this - thesis, ■ shotwed^

is a mosaic of - social types that are

that UAE'

in constant; changei. '

Although the ■correspQnde.i:icei.:,of ' such

types to reality -.is " U.neiear.;, ;.:th

'irciages arei 

pervasive elements of commercial and " cullrural- . ■
signi ficat• ion

■ There f o-r-'e',

e f f ec t.ive

rnarketing - mus t froiate . marke te r^

to desirable, .(-a-nd meaningful,
their

tar get

social ■types, for

:markets, and must dp" so/ in /a" mahner that :/

will be a ccepted

as, acpurate/ ,b.y the audience.

thesis provide /the CEO.' s: of business/;

This

'/-/.^l

organizati
ions in UAE' s, market, . -as/^.well as the/ research
marketers ,

with;land mark points they need to empf

ize

upon when conducting marketing communication campaign.
First, they need/ to/ tail the ; cohsumption choices and
labits to a cortirion "idealized customer

Then the|

sector .

EC's must realize that UAE's market consumers,

despite t heir/d

styles and ethnic "

backgrounds, tend to share similar aspiratidn and
economica1/ needs/when they purchase. Hence,

for effectiVe/ 

Marketing Communication in the-UAE, business/

,7:6 ' ,

'

organizations- need ■ to '.grdup
i
and ■ segment 'all. - kind
consumer

groups in UAE's market that - have shared similar

aspiratidhs'■ ■ and

who are t.hus likel'y. to i;

value certain' lifestyles and to devalue other. According
to the

UA

muiti cultural market, and based on the

findings of thp thesis studies,/ 1 propose that > \ ;

homogeneity..,.shduld - be, partly defined by consume.rs' shared

valuations:of .particular lifestyles and values. I believe
that there is no single lifestyle that serves as the

. ;

positive, of negatiye .anchon .for all consumers. Just as
occupied

ortmembership) groups vary widely (justifying

segmentati.dn attempts in. the first place), so only one

common idealized lifestyle aspired to by many diverse
consumer segments^. Luokily,. in the UAE market, CEO'.s
utilize s jch imagery to guide in their selectidn Of

products, services, and activities because, consumers act
to conc.ep Ualize themse.lves . in a widely shared!

mass-medxated image-of social reality. Thus:, consumption
choices can tell us what social type(s) a.person is and

what.. sociai type(s) he Or she is not. Also, these.: choices
act as. sociai'signals.^ ^t

can-, identify reference groups

whether the individual is motivated to-. ©
. avoid,
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.

PsyGhographics approach''is>: capable /of- ' providing/the

conriectioh between consumption bhoices and the common

■ idealized customer, ■segment in;-1^^

market'. Lifestyle

and psychographicS / data; that' are assumed/ to ref iect

market ; beha.vior are widely used by , advertisers to
identif y , and'-^t^^

-market segments

In CJ'AE's consumer

market, the data generated by any one, of a number of

lifestylej-oriente.d"Clustering/models are then used as
input to creative and strategic decisions. As a result,

the lifesjtyle categories those emerge from data-driven

social an|d economical needs through and psychographiGS
segmentation schemes become more than convenient

descriptive tools for marketers. And that's what makes .

psychographics a good method to conduct the marketing

communication campaign of any business organizations in
-1-;/./''';bi1■ lv.;;b/-:-'-;b/ '
/■ ;/-..y-'i-l"l' - - -' -i/
■■/: -■
■ / ' i• . '
' ■ •/. -/'/

the UAE. !
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Figure 1. Bridgestone Ad

BRIDCESTONE'Advertis

ing to .the Arab customer is

beginii:ing to change in
appnoach. You see less of

it

based on translations from

English version. The
for
one and Land-Rover
Bridg<;esto
are fi ne examples. These
the

a'

campai;gns designed

were

V'4

conceived by creative

teams

foundj|d
Arab

^ ... ijuj^Pc^JUV

in Arabic and were

on research of the

rriarket for tyres and

4W[>;.

Agen
Prom<loseven

Fortune

aniDCBSTOnE

t
4 p
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CATEGORIES
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AIO categories oflifestyle studies
Activities

Interests

Opinions

Demographics

Work

Family

Themselves

Age

Hobbies

Home

Social Issues

Education

Social events

Job

Politics

Income

Vacation

Community

Business

Occupation

Entertainment

Recreation

Economics

Family-size

Club membership

Fashion

Education

Dwelling

Community

Food

Products

Geography

Shopping

Media

Future

City-size

Sports

Achievements

Culture

Stage in lifestyle

■ ,;v:Ae>,pendix,;:b ^
■■typical :,AiG' ■ statement-s^
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Typical AIO Statements
Ilike to think I am a bit ofa swinger.

Our family is too heavily in debt today.
The U.S.

I'm very concerned about nutrition.
I like romantic movies.

Everyone should use a mouthwash to help control bad breath.
Men arc smarter than women.

TV is my primary source ofentertainment.
A drink or two at the end ofthe day is a perfect way to unwind.
Most men wo

rlike to be ccnsidered a leader.

came

„■

Television is my primary form of entertainment.

A respondent indicates degree of agreement on a 6-point scale

APPENDIX :C

PSYCHOGRAPHI.es STUDY

8 4

Psychbgraphies Study Classificatipn

Technique

A10 ''11em 'CQntent

Generar lifestyle

Segmentation analysis

Product specific
2

P'rofile analysis
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APPENDIX

D

LIFESTYLE CATEGORIES
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Sample lifestyle categories based on
Price Conscious

Ishop a lotfor specials.
I find myselfchecking the prices in the grocery store even for small items,

A person can save a
Fashion Conscious

I usually have one or more outfits that are ofthe very latest style.
When I must choose between the two I usually dress for fashion,not for comfort.
An important part ofmy life and activities is dressing smartly.
Ipftentr>
Homebody

i

: A"

I would rather spend a qtiiet evehing at home than go but to a party.

Iam a homebody.
Community Minded

I am an active member of more than one service organization.

I do volunteer work for a hospital or service organization on a fairly regular basis.
I like to work on community projects.

I have personally worked in a political campaign or for a candidate or an issue.

87

Child Oriente

When my children are all in bed I drop almost everything else in order to see to
their eom brt.

My children are the most important things in my life.
I try to arrange to be home for my children's eonvenienee.
I take a lot oftime and effort to teach my children good habits.
Compulsive Housekeeper

I don't like to see children's toys lying about.

I usually keep my house very neat and clean.
I am uncomfortable when my house is not completely clean.
Our days seem to follow a definite routine such as eating meals at a regular time,
etc.

Self-Confident

I think I have more self-confidence than most people. I am more independent than
most people.
I think I have a lot ofpersonal ability.
Hike to be considered a leader.

Self-Designated Opinion Leader

My friends or neighbors often come to me for advice.
I sometimes influence what my friends buy.

People come to me more often than I go to them for information about brands.

Information Seeker

I often seek out the advice ofmy friends regarding which brand to buy.
I spend a lot oftime talking with my friends about products and brands.
Dislikes Housekeeping

I must admit I really don't like household chores.

I find cleaning my house an unpleasant task.
I enjoy mostforms ofhousework.(Reverse scored.)
My idea ofhousekeeping is'once over lightly'.
Sewer

I like to sew and frequently do.
I often make my own or my children's clothes.

You can save a lot ofmoney by making your own clothes.

I would like to laiow how to sew like an expert.
Canned Food User

I depend on carmed food for at least one meal a day.
I couldn't get along

without canned foods. Thingsjust don't taste right ifthey come

out ofa can.(Reverse scored.)
Dieter

During tl e warm weather I drink a lot ofcalorie sdft drinks several times a week,
I buy mo •e low calorie foods than the average housewife.

I have used Metrecad or other diet foods at least one meal a day.
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Financial Op fimist

I will pro Dably have more money to spend next year than I have now.
Five years from now the family income will probably be a lot higher than it is
now.

(Source: Ada 5ted from William D. Wells and Douglas 1. Tigert,'Activities, Interestsi

and Opinions Journal ofAdvertising Research 11 (August 1971):35. Reprinted from
the Journal o }Advertising Research

1971 by the Advertising Research Foundation,

Reproduced by permission ofthe publisher.)
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Psychographics systems for profiling

Sex

Race

(median) (%female) (%white)

Education'

Income'

(years)

(household)

I. Need Driven
Survivors

66

Sustainers

32

'':c60v,

55 : :

■ ■ ■ A8.5;,:,y ■

51 ;

ip.o

:

dOOO
:9OO0

II. Outer-Directed

Belongers

54

Emulators

28

Achievers

42

■E;. „ ii.o-;^ - ^-:A

MdOO

76: , .:

12.5'- ;

19000

A'/-39f

95

13,5 ■

a:42

87

11.5

12500

26000

y/;60,:.

92

,

35000

III. Inner-Dinected

I-Ara-Me's

20

Experientials
Societally

26

6if

96

14.0

Conscious

38

\54::.

89

15.0

IV. Integratcds

40

93

16.0

V

30000
34000

(( Note; 'Age is expressed a;s median years, education asmean years completed and

income as median 1980 dollars per household in each segment. Source: SRI
International. yAES

- yalues and Lifestyles of Americans, Menlo Park, Calif.: SRI

Internatiphal, unda:ted, p. 4. Reproduced by permission of the publisher.))

appendix; F- ^

PSychographic.s values

S3'

Psychographics Values characterization of
Consumer Based on their status.

1.

Fulfillers(I 1% ofpopulation; median age 48)are mature,responsible, well
educated professionals who are well informed about current affairs. They have
high incomes but are practical, value-oriented consumers. Their leisure

activities center on their homes.Fulfillers are a potential target market for
manufacturers of health-conscious products featured as low in cholesterol, salt,
sugar,and fat.
2.

Believers(16% ofpopulation; median age 58)are conservative and predictable
consumers who favor established brands and American-made products. They
have more modest incomes than fulfillers and their lives are centered around

their families, churches,communities and the nation. They represent a target
market for "buy American" manufacturers like Chrysler-Plymouth and WalMart.

Status-oriented consumers are guided by the actions and opinions of others:

3.

Achievers(13% ofpopulation; median age 36)are successful, work-oriented

people who mainly derive satisfaction from theirjobs and families. A

politically conservative group who respects authority and the status quo,
achievers favor established products and services that reflect their level of
success to their peers. Achievers are a target market for high-end automobile

manufacturers,high-end clothing manufacturers, and expensive specialty shops
like The Sharper Image.
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Strivers(13% ofpopulation; median age 34)are similar to achievers but with
fewer economic,social, and psychological resources. Style is important to

them as they strive to emulate the people they wish they could be.
Manufacturers who copy expensive products like designer handbags may find
strivers'to be a receptive target market.
Action oriented consumers are guided by a desire for social or physical

activi y,variety, and risk taking:
Experiences(12% ofpopulation; median age 26)exhibit high energy levels.

which they devote to physical exercise and social activities. The youngest of

the segments,experiences are adventurous and spend heavily on clothing,fast
food, music,and other youthful activities. Experiences are a promising target

market for fast-food restaurants, clothing manufacturers,and health clubs.

Makers(13% ofpopulation; median age 30)are practical, self-Sufficient

consujmers who focus on family,work,and physical recreation. Makers have
little interest in the broader world and are only interested in those material

possessions that have a practical or functional purpose. Sporting-goods
manufacturers and corripanies offering family-oriented activities and products
might find makers to be an attractive target market.

Resource levels either below or above the other six categories characterize two
other groups ofconsumers:
Strugglers(14% ofpopulation; median age 61)have the lowest incomes and
too fe w resources to

be included in any consumer self-orientation. They do

95

tend to be brand-loyal consumers within their limited means. They represent a
market

products and food categories.
Actualizers(8%

mcomes.

strongest self-dsteemSj and ahundant resources. Image is important as they buy

the finer things in life, They represent a potential market for manufacturers of
-end products like luxiiry automobiles, yachts,and Concorde airline travel.
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VALS segments and consumer behavior

Index ofpurchase/usage (national average rate J 1.0)
Products

Imported Cold

Media

Activities

General

TV

sports

Museums

comedy

Sustainers(7%) L(0.4)

BeIongers(39%)L(0.6) H(1.3)

magazines

Galleries Fishing

L(0.7)

L(O.O)

L(0.5)

L(0.4)

H(2.0)

L(0.8)

H(2.0)

L(0.5)

L(0.7)

H(1.3)

L(0.8)

-

Emulators(8%) L(0.7) L(0.7) H(1.5)

H(1.2)

Achievers(20%)H(1.4)

L(0.7)

I-Am-Me's(3%)

H(1.8)

Experientials(6%)H(2.2)

H(1.4)

L(0.6)
-

H(1.7)

H(2.0)

-

L(0.7)

H(1.3)

-

, H(1.3)

Societally

conscious(11%) H(1.9)

L(0.7)

L(0.7)

H(1.9)

((((Note: To be read 'Survivors drink imported wine at a much lower(L)than average
rate, only 0.6 ofthe national average. Sustainers, Belongers and Emulators also buy

imported wines at lower than average rates, while Achievers, Experiential and Societal

conscious buy at higher(H)rates than the average. The I-Am-Me segment purchases
imported wine at a rate close to the average)'.
Source: T. C.Thomas and S. Crocker(1981)Values and Lifestyles - The New

Psychographics, Menlo Park, Calif. SRI International. Reproduced by permission of
the publishe r.))y
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UAE Consumer Market

Professional Groups

Corresponding Income Group

CEOs,businessmen

Dirhams(Dh)l5,000

Senior professionals

Dh 10,000-Dh 15,000

Middle managers

Dh 7,500-Dh 10,000

Junior professionals

Dh5,000-Dh7!500

14

White collar staff

Dh 2,500- Dh 5,000

■33 ■

Unskilled, bhie-collar

; DhO -Dh 2,500

Source; Emirates International Bank EIB
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.APPENDIX I

EXPENDITURE IN
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UAE

Advertising expenditure in UAE
Advertisement spend split by

Amount

Press(dailies and magazines)

158.4

%Share
60

TV & Radio

8T.84

31

Vided, Outdoor,others

23.76

9

246

Per Capita Advertising Expenditure in 1989; Dhl65.00
Source: Interr
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SOGIO-ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION
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SOCIO-ECONOMIC CLASSIFICATION

Class A-B

1. Senior civil servants and politicians
2. Lawyers and Judges
3. Senior officers in the Armed forces/Police

4. Owners,directors and senior managers in large/medium companies,merchants
5. Senior professionals(architects, doctors, accountants,consultants, etc.)
6. Senior lecturers,teachers etc.,in secondary and higher education
7. Senior scientists, engineers and technicians and related occupations
8. Others with vary large economic means.

1. Middle/lower grade civil servants
2. Junior professionals
'

3. Junior officers in the Armed forces/Police

4. Jimior managers and senior clerical and administrative supervisors in business

5. Medijam/smallshopowner
6. Factojry supervisors and foremen
7. Junior scientists,technicians, etc

8. Medium/small shop owners
9. Factory supervisors and foremen
10. Junior scientists,technicians, etc.

11. Secretaries, nurses, schoolteachers.
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Class D-E
1. Small farmers
2. Junio: clerical

3; Drivers
4. Semi-and unskilled manual workers

assistance, street vendors, etc.

6. Servants, messengers,etc.

7. Unemployed persons

Somce:EIBr(Eniirates IiiterriatiGrial Bank)
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BRANDED ITEMS IN
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THE

UAE

In-home incident of branded items in the UAE

by income group
A-B

C

D-E

Total

%

%

%

%

Food

Packaged cheese

85

76

72

77

Fruitjuices

72

75

65

72

Carbonated

93

90

87

90

Packaged tea

99

98

98

98

Instant coffee

74

61

37

58

Powdered milk

90

92

83

90

soft drinks

Toiletries

Toothpaste

99

99

94

98

Shampoo

97

96

94

96

Deodorant

77

59

40

58

Colognes

95

83

85

86

Skin cream

89

86

76

84

Paper tissues

96

94

93

94

Sanit. Protection

87

86

73

83

Indigestion/Stomach

55

41

30

41

99

96

94

96

Remedies

Insecticides

Source: International Advertising Agency lAA(UAE Chapter)
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1989 TOTAL ADVERTISING EXPENDITURE
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1989 Total Advertising Expenditure By Category
(in OOP dirhams)

1.

FOOD & BEVERAGE

2.

TOBACCO

32662
6956

3. TOILETRIES,HYGIENE,PERSONAL CARE
4.

HOUSEHOLD SUPPLIES

31158

6300

(includes laundry detergents, cleansers,insecticides, disinfectants, misc.
household supplies)
5. CLOTHING,JEWELLERY &

52657

PERSONAL ACCESSORIES

(Includes footwear,leisure,readymade garments,toys & games and retail stores)
6. FURNITURE & ACCESSORIES
7.

892

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES

28170

8. VEHICLES,ACCESSORIES,SUPPLIES

26835

(includes road vehicles,automotive accessories,lubricants and fuels)
9. OFFICE EQUIPMENT & SUPPLIES
10.

SERVICES

6060
69476

(Professional,financial,insurance,real estate, entertainment,travel,
health,transport etc.)
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11. CONSTRUCTION,INDUSTRY

■2722

(includes building materials,

electrical supplies, lire fighling equip,etc)

12. AIR & SEA VEHICLES

858

T

(aircraft and ships,freightetc)

Source: International Advertising Agency lAA (UAE Chapter)
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APPENDIX M

SURVEY QUESTIONER SAMPLE
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Survey Questioner Sample(CEO'S Marketing Communication Segmentation);
1. How influential is a particular consumer segment to the success ofthe
company's product or service(P/S)?

2. Does the company marketing effort miss the key consumer segment?
3. What is the worth ofa specific consumer segment to the company both in the
short range and lone range?

4. Are there segments the company is imwilling to relinquish to its competitors?
5. Can competitors duplicate the company marketing efforts?

6. Does the company reach its key consumers in a personal,effective way?

7. Are tte audience the company reaching actually its consumer or the company
is paying to reach unqualified buyers?

8. Does the company use the same media mix as every one else?

9. Does the company make the marketing dollars go farther through tie-in
promotion?

112

N

113

SURVEY:QUESTIONER EXAMPLE

APPENDIX

Survey Questioner Sample ofUAE Consumer Behavior
(Bridgestone Tire Purchase Decision):

Do you use this brand?

If not! Which brand do you use?
Why did you choose this brand?

Do you find this brand everywhere?
Would you drive to get it?
Would you be interested in another brand?
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